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PREFACE 
This thesis aims at the px-esenta tion o£ the main 
tenets of Six- Joshua Reynolds' art theo17. The main soux-ce of 
Reynolds' views on art 1s a group o£ ~iBCOUI-8eS delivered to the 
students of the Royal Academy of Arts between 1769 and 1790 when 
Reynolds was its fix-at president. Since his time Reynolds' 
Discourses have become a class1c in criticism, 
Al though Reynolds 1s chiefly known as one of the 
greatest protnlt palntex-s ot his age, his theo:ry of art is not 
confined to painting and scul.pture alone but extends to the 
whole ot the fine arts, including literature, 
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CHAPTER I 
DEFIlUTIONS 
Reynolds uses many common terms in a special sense. 
In order to avoid ambiguity resulting from such special usage, 
the first chapter has been devoted to definition. In this 
chapter the main terms in Reynolds' system of art theory are 
defined. This will give the reader a tool for clearer compre-
hension of the entire thesis. 
I. Imagina tion'" 
According to Reynolds, the fine arts address them-
selves to the imagination. Art strikes and stilllUlates the mind; 
the instrument of stimulation is the imagination. 
Reynolds' concept of the imagination is not that ot the 
image-making faculty, but rather a kind ot sensibility, a faculty 
through which the mind perceives beQ,.uty. 
In order to clarify Reynolds' speoifio use ot the ter.m 
imagination, a series ot quotations from Reynolds' writings are 
given and from this series a definition is educed. 
1. • •• all the arts with which we have any concern in 
this discourse ••• address themselves only to two 
facultiis of the mind, its imagination and its sensi-
bility. 
1 Sir joshua Reynolds, ~iscours!S, London,1824,II,87. 
1 
2 
2. ••• the imagination is here the residence ot 
t:ruth. If the imagination be affected, the con-
elusion is fairly drawnJ if it be not affected, 
the reasoning is eXtraneous, because the end is 
not obtainad.2 
3. There is in the conmerce of life. as in art, III 
sagacity wlilch is far from being contradictory to 
rirftt reason. and is superior to any oocasional 
exercise ot that faculty: ~klch supersedes it, 
and does not wait for the slaw progress of deduc-
tion, but goes at once, by what appears a ldnd ot 
intuit1on, to the concluaion.J 
4. • •• These arts, in theu- highest province, are 
not addrEUUJed to the gross .enses, but to the 
desires or the mind, to that .park ot divin1ty, 
which w& have Within, impatient ot being civcul1'li8 
scr1bed and pent up by the world which 18 about 
ua.4 
Complaining about the dullness ot Gaspar de Grayer, Reynolds 
8ays _ tt (He] bas no music in his soul, no enthusiasm, no 
poetry or genius ... 5 In .peaking ot tbe feelings engendered in 
" 
him by Michelangelo, Reynolds speaks again ot enthusiasm and 
eXpansion of mind. 
It was t~ ~eatnea. 1 felt, the happiness. the sat18~ 
tactIon and selt congratulation. It oould not be more 
than I .xpe~ienced it I bad ~.elt produced those wovk8 
• • • the expansion ot the mind.. 6 
2 !e!4. 
3 Ibid. 
4 ;Ibid., lOB. 
S Fredrick Wh11ey Hilles, !b!. Liter!£l c~~r of !£. ~oshHI ReIQo14l, Cambridge at the University ~ress, b,-r6. 
6 I.b~4,., 225-226. 
3 
Thus w& see that the arts with Which Reynolds is con-
ce~ned addpess themselves to the imagination and sensibilltJ 
(Quot.I), this being the end of the \lork of art (Quot.2). The 
imagination thua addressed 18 a faculty of the mind and yet above 
deductive reasoning (Quot.). It is a taculty ot immediate or 
intuitive perception (Quot.), a ldnd ot impatient spark ot 
d1 vini ty wi thin us (Quot .4) • The stlmula tion at this imagination 
results in an enthusiaSM, a happiness, an expansion at mind 
(Quot • .5 and 6), 
For the sake ot claritication I would 11ke to present 
a quotation of Jacques Maritain dealing with the same question, 
the relation of art perceived to the mind: 
• • • the~. oan be no beauty u.nl.ess the mind • • • i8 
in some way rejoiced • • • the intuition of artistio 
beauty • • • stands at the opposite pole from tl~ 
abstttaction of scientific truth. • , the mind • • • 
spared the least etfort ot abstraction, reJ010es with-
out labor and without discusslQn ••• 1t drinks tae 
clarity ot being.7 
It would seem that the imaglnation as thought ot by 
Reynolds ls essential.ly the same a.s this ftintllitive" faculty of 
the mind spoken ot by Maritain. Through the 8enaes the mind is 
di~ectly appealed to nwithout labor and without discussion" and 
it "rejoicestt in th1s appeal. 
21. 
7 Jaoques Marltaln, Apt ~ Schol!stlcism. New York, 
1949. 
4 
For a definition of imagination as used by Reynolds 
we may say that it is that faculty of the mind which perceives 
beauty 1nJn.ediately and without the effort of abstraction, and 
which delights in beauty thus perceived. 
II. ~tistic Experience-
The work of art strikes the mind. twough the imagina .... 
tion and produces the artistic eXperienoe. This experience is 
produced only by great art, and an understanding at it is an 
essential step in understanding Reynolds' view on the end of art 
and the means at arriving at that end. 
As in the case of imagination, a definition is educed 
from a series ot quotations. 
, 
1. • •• never Cease looking at them (i ••• the works 
of Michelangelo and RaffaelloJ till you tell some-
thing like inspiration come over you • • .tl 
01' aga.in, speaking of his appreciation 01' l'1ichelangelo and 
" 
RaphaEll, Reynolds says: 
2. ••• a' un! ted pleasure originating from two dif-
ferent sources, one of whioh proceeded trom the 
real • • • expansion of the mind • • • the prldEl 
at' the soul as it has been called, and the other, 
the selt congratulation that I (possessed] a mind 
capable or feeling • • • those refined sensations 
whioh are the great prerogative and distinction 
of man.. 9 
8 Sir Walter Armstrong, ~ !-oshU! Rexnolas, London, 
190,5, 83. 
9 Frederick Whiley Rilles) The L;te£l£l Career ot 
~ J:0shu,& Remolds, 225-226. - -
.5 
3. The plotUX'es of Rubens have this effect on the 
speotator, that he teels himself in no wise 
disposed to pick out and dwell on his defects.10 
4. I oonfess that I was 80 overpowered with the 
brilliancy or this picture of Rubens (The altar-of 
the choir at st. Augastln, Antwerp1, Whilst I was 
betore it, and under its fasoinating influenoe, 
that I thought I had never
1
betore seen so great 
powells exerted in the art. 1 
Again I should like ~o bring 11'1 Maritain as an aid to clarifi-
cation: "the labor of the Pine Arts is wdered to beautY' • • • 
their object is • • • to produce an intelleotual delight, that 
is to say a kind 01' contemplatian.ft12 
As we have a].rfltady seen, acoording to Reynolds, the 
object at the arts i8 to strike that part of the mind which he 
calls the imagination. When the lmag1na.tlon 1s so affected, 
there is produced a delight "somet~ng 11ke inspiration" 
'j 
(Quot.l). an "expansion of tl:"le mtnd" i "refined .ensationa" 
(Quot.2), which overpower the mind (Quot.4) and 80 elevate 1t 
that it tends to grasp the work as a Whole and not dwell on the 
individual parts (Quot.). 
We may 8a'1 that, accor-d1ng to Reynolds, the artistic 
experience 1s tha. t .x.perience Whereby, through the iIllagina.tion, 
there 1 II produced an intelleotual "d..ellght It or "refinement." 
10 Reynolds, A JOBmel ~ Flwers .!:!l4. RollN!4, 
London, 1824, II. 300. 
11 Ib1~ •• 229. 
12 Jacques Mar! tain, ih .. t est S9!lo!!8t~cism., New York, 19 9 25-26. =:..:. - - -,' " 
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III. Taste· 
·In order to produoe a work of art that will give the 
beholder an artistic experience, the artist must develop his 
taste. The entil"e training of an artist is basically, in Reynolds 
s7stem, a training of taste. An artist w1th taste can pick out 
universal beauty and oreate a great work ot art. 
1. Those p.x-tectlona which lie scattered among various 
masters, are now united in one general ldea, which 
1s henceforth to regulate his taate (1 ••• the artistts) 
and enluge his imagination.. With a variety of 
model. thus before hila, he will avoi4 that Dal'TOW-
ness and povertI of conception which attends a 
bigoted adm.1rat on of a single maste?, and will 
cease tD.tollow any favorite where h. ceases to 
8xo.11 • .I.,;) 
2. I cannot help 1mag1n1ng tba t I lee a promising 
young painter equally vigilant. whether at home or 
abroad, in the street. or in the fields. Eve17 
object that presents itselt, is to him a lesaon. 
Re regards all Nature with a view to hi. professionJ. 
and oombines her beauties, or oorrects he:r defects.J.4 
3. • •• the:re 1. but one pres~ng prinCiple, whi'Ch 
regulate., and giv •• atablUty to every art. The 
works, Whether of poets, pa..1nters, moralilts. or 
hi.toriana, Which are bu1lt upon general natun 
live tQrever.15 
4. !he firat idea that occurs in tho consideration ot 
what 18 tixed 1n art, 01" in taste :1s ••• the . 
general ide. ot nature ••• the terms beauty, or 
nature, Which an general ideaa, ar_6but 4ifterent mode. ot expressing the same thing.]. 
13 Reynolds, Discourses, I, 2. 
14 J;pld., .36. 
lS Ibid_, 87. 
16 ,bid., 158. 
1 
5. It 1s from knowing What are the general feelings 
and passions of mankind, that we
1
,cQulre a t:rue 
idea ot what the imagination ls. 
6. • •• all thb x-ules Which this tb.eol'1. or a'lr1 
other teaches, can be_DO more than teaching the 
art of seeing nat~e.~ 
To bring 1n ~ltain by way ot clarification • 
• • • however b~autitul a created thing may be, it may 
appear beautiful to aome and not to others, because it 
1s beautiful only under certain aspects whioh some dis-
covel' and others do not aeel it 1s thex-efort "beautiful 
in one place and not beautiful in another." 9 
Maltitain thua says that the ~auty of a work ot art Will be seen 
by some and not by al1J that there i8 no un1veraal appreciation 
of the same beauty. 
Reynolds, however, teels that thwe is a general and. 
unlveJ.'lsal beaut,. Which ia nature (Quot.3, 4. and 6) and which 
becomes known to the artist by studying the works ot man,. 8.l'tlsts 
(Quot.l), acqu1r'1ng a knowledge ot ·human natut'te (Quot.5). and 
. . 
... 
going to na tUh he.elf with the purpose ot oomb1n1ng her 
beauties and cOJ.'lreoting her detects (Quat. 2 and 6). 
We may say that taste, acoording to Reynolds, is that 
faculty, Which when developed, can pierce tlntough the varletie. 
ot nature and art, and extract the beautiful, Which will have .. 
un1ver.al appea.l. 
17 i bit\.,170. 
18 Reynolds, Note • .2n ~ Ar,'!a 2l. Pl1nt1ne;. London,1824, 
III, 157. 
19 Mar1ta1n. Ata.!.D4 Soholasticism. 24. 
a 
IV. Grand Style-
An artist with taste 18 able to extraot the beautiful 
.from natUl'e. He 18 able to create a Wl)rk of 8.1't that will startle 
the mind through the lmagina t1 on. The style which the art1s t uses 
in such a work is termed, by Reynolds, the grand style. It 1s 
the style of Michelangelo and. Ra.t.t'aelle. It is the style which 
Reynolds h.1mselt Ie in hi s own way, strove to attain. 
The wish of the genuine painter Il1lst be more exten-
sive [than :mere copying ot nature 1 • • • he nust 
strive for tame, by captivating ~e 1mag1nation.20 
The idea o£ the perfect state of nature, Which the 
artist calls the ldeal beauty, 18 the great leadim! 
principle by which works of genius are conducted.2!. 
••• What pretence has the art to claim ldndred 
wi th poetry but by ita power ever the imagination' 
To this power the painter ot genius directs his 
aim ••• zz 
4. To give a general all' of grand:eur at f11'st view, 
all trifling, or arttul ph,. of little lights, 01' 
an attention ot a variety Q£ tints is to be avoidedJ 
.. quletnessaand a simpliCity must N1gn over the whole W'ol"k. 3 
20 Reynolds, Discours~s, I, 42. 
21 ~bi4., II, 47. 
22 Reynolds, Thr~!l, Letters ~ the, Idler, London, 1824, 
II, 172-11.3. 
2.3 Reynolds, Discourses, II, 70. 
9 
5. How muoh the gz-eat style exacts fxtom its pz-otesaors 
to conceive and z-epz-esent thei~ subjects 1n a 
poetioal manner, not confined to ma:ra _ tte:r ot 
'taot, may be seen 1n the oartoons of Raffaelle. In 
all the pictures 1n whlch the painter bas ttepre-
sented the Apostles, he has drawn them with gz-eat 
nobleness, he has given them a.a much dignity as 
the human tigtJ.l'l8 1s capable of reeel V'1ngJ ,..t we 
ue expressly told. in Siriptuz-e they had no lIuch 
respectable appearance.~ 
6. '!'he style ot Michael Angelo, which I bave compa%'ed 
to language, and which -1, poetically 812~ak1ng. 
be called the language ot the gods • • .2~ 
The painter thus aima at captivating the i.maglnation 
(Quot. 1 and 3), by creating a work as close aa possible to the 
perfect state ot nature (Quat. 2 and 5). and. having an over-all 
Simplicity, quietness and godlike qual1ty. (Quot. 4, 5, and 6). 
Thus, accOl'ding to Reynolds, the grand style is that 
style whiCh captivates and overpowers the imagination by creating 
a work built on the pez-tect state of nature. 
V. Ideal Beauty. 
The beauty which the artist with taste extncts from. 
nature is above all accident. It is a general beauty which 1s 
unchanging and un1ve:raal. It appeals to the basic, immutable 
nature of man. Such beauty is termed. by Sir Joshua, ideal beaut) 
I •• 
24 I.bit\., 68. 
25 Ibia., II, 157. 
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1. • •• all the arts peee!ve their parreotion from 
an ideal beauty, superior to what i. found in 
individual nature ••• the artist is supposed to 
bave a.cended the celestial regions, to6;furn1Sh his mind with this perfect idea ot beauty.2 
2. .... there net ther are, nor can be, any prEtci.e 
inV'U'iable rules for the exercis8, or the acquisi-
tion of these great qualities, yet we may truly say, 
that they always op1i#rate in proportion to our atten-
tion in obserV1ng the works ot Nature, to our skill 
in selecting, and to our care in digesting, method-
izing, and comparing our observations.2? 
3. This gHat ideal perfectIon tUld beauty are not to 
be sought in the heavena, but upon the earth ••• 
and the Whole beaut;y and grandew:- of the art con-
sista! 1n ~ op1n1onl In being able to get above 
all 83.D.gUlar fama. ~oca.l cg,atoms, partioularities, 
and details at every k1nd.2~ 
4. He (the artist) correcta natu.re by hersaU, her 
impertect stat. by her more per£ect. His eye being 
enabled to distinguiSh the accidental defiCiencies, 
excrescences, and deformities of things, trom their 
general :figures, he makes ou.t an abstl'aet ide. qt 
their forma more perfect than anyone orlginal.29 
s. . ... when he (the artist) 1uUa reduced the variety 
ot nature to the abstract i.4e&, his next task 11111 
be to become acquainted with the genuine habit, ot 
nature as distinguished from those ot fashion • .30 
26 1»14 •• I, 43. 
27 Xb14 •• 45. 
28 !ld:4., 46. 
29 Ibl4,., 46-47. 
30 Ibid., 51. 
11 
6. • •• in oonsequence ot having seen ma.ny, the 
power 1s acquilted, even without seeking after it, 
of distinguishing between aocidental blemishes and 
exorescences wlnch are contlnual11 varying the 
sm-face ot no. ture t s works, and the invariable 
general tormwh1ch nature most frequently produces, 
and always seems to intend in her productions .31 
Thus there is an ideal beauty to be sought on earth 
(Quot. 1 and 3), whiCh ls, in practioe, an observ1ng and select-
1ng and cOlTecting of nature (Quot. 2 and 4) until the artist 
arrlves at that which ls general, and above local customs as 
well as deformities (Quot. 3, $, and 6). 
Ideal beauty, then, is, aooording to Reynolds, that 
beautl,drawn trom nature, which 1s invariable, and perfected, as 
tar as possible, from 1ndi vidual blemish. 
31 Reynolds, ~ee Lett,ers .:!?2 the Idltr. II, 177. 
CHAPTER II 
THE END OF ART 
The ultimate end of all art, according to Reynolds, is 
to spiritualize man, to refine his sensibilities from grossness, 
and to lead him to virtue. 
Art strikes the mind through tlw imagination and leads 
the mind thus to an appreciation of general truth and general 
beauty. Through art man is led upward l.'rom the individual things 
of sense to an appreciation of the general beauty on wluch the 
individual is founded. 
Of this process of purification from gross sensuality 
Reynolds says: 
In this gradual exaltation of hu.man nature, every art 
contributes its contingent towards the general supply 
of mental pleasure. Whatever 8:,bstracts the thoughts 
.from sensual gratifications, whatever teaches us to 
look for happiness Within ourselves, must advance in 
some measure the dignity of our no. ture.1 
From this removal of sensual gratification to a higher and purer 
level of enjoyment, we at last reach into the realm of virtue 
itseU, on the natural level, and our taste, our sensibility, 1s 
improved to an extent that we are given an aversion to the ugli-
neaa accompanying evil. 01.' this 81l' Joshua says: 
1 Reynolds, Discourses, II, 5. 
12 
13 
• • • (art] it it does not lead direotly to purity of 
manners, obv1ates at least their greatest deprivation, b,. conducting the thoughts through successive stages 
ot excellence, till that contemplation of universal 
rectitude and harmony Which began at taste,z_,., as 11; 
i8 exalted and retined, conclude in virtue. 
Thus. it 18 seen that art has for its ultimate end a spiritual.-
iZation ot man by teaching him tne higher pleasures of the spirit 
a8 opposed to and beyond the lower' pleasures of sense. Now With 
spiritualization as its ultimate end, a:rt lIUst act upon the 
spiritual faculty of man. his rationality. Of' thls, Sir Joshua 
says. "The value and rank of' every art is in proportion to the 
mental labotn'" employed 1n 1. t, 01'" mental pleasure produoed by 
it.-3 Thus, rather than a gl'*at1tication ot the senses ending 
thel'*e and extending no f'll1"the,r, we ha va, thl'ough the senaes, an 
uplifting to the pleasU1"ea ot the spirit. 
low we come to a partie~i,. diffioult pal't ot 
Reynolds' theory: the immediate means of' ar:riving at thls higher 
pleasure. It would seem that aPt addresses itself not to the 
reasoning faculty as such, but ratbe~ to the t.aglnat1on o~ 
senatbll.!t,., the ertect of' the art on the imag1nation 01' .ensi-
billty being Its mode of spiritualizatlon. Of this Sl~ Joshua 
sayst "(the tlne arts] add~ess themselves to two raoulti •• of 
the mind, 1ta imagination and ita senslbl11t,..-4 ae goes on 
2 !!!Y.., 1. 
3 +.bld., I, 64. 
4 Ib1d., II, 81. 
to equate the imagination and truth. He says that the value of 
the artistic experience lies in ita effect on the imagination: 
• • • the imagination ia here the residence or truth. 
If the imagination be ai'fected, the conclusion is 
fairly drawn; if it be not atfected, the reasoning 18 
erroneous, because the end is not obtained, the effect 
itself being the test, andr::-the only test, ot the truth 
and efficacy of the means.~ 
Next, he goes even i'u.rther along this line and says that we must 
extend beyond the ratiocinative faculties to an almost intuitive 
perception of the truth by use of what he calls the "habitual 
reason,n6 which is, in his view, an accumulated way of viewing 
things, what could almost be called .. taste or a habit of the 
individual. 
It would seem that Sir Joshua here is referring ulti-
mately to what we may call the nartistic experience'·: the im-
mediate effect of the work of art on the beholder. The idea of 
the effect of the totality, the Whol~ work, on the behol'der is 
one that occurs again and again in his writing. For exa..11lple when 
speaking of genius in :q,lscour~e XI he says: 
••• this genius (genius of :mechanical performancti] 
consists • • • in the power 01" expressing • • • what-
ever 1. t may be, as a whole; so that the general effect 
and power of the Whole may take pos session of the mind, 
and for a while suspend the consideration of the sub-
ordinate and particular beauties or defects.7 
• J 
5 IbiS. 
6 ~ •• 88. 
7 !bid •• 35. 
15 
Applying this et.feet of the totality on the beholder 
to the idea of the imagination as truth, and as a kind of un-
reasoned, habitual or intuitiV'e truth, we can see that S11' Joshua 
is referring ultimately to the effect whieh the work of art has 
in touching or stimulating the mind. 
The art object strikes the imagination and stimulates 
it. This stimulation is the purpose ot ert. 
We are spiritualized, in art, not by the use ot the 
ratiocinative faculties but rather by the imagination being acted 
on by the total work. This etfect and its spirituaJizing ot the 
il1dividua,l is the "truth" of art. 
CHAPTER III 
THE HETHODOLOGY OP THE STUDENT 
So tar we have spoken p~imari17 of the relation of art 
to the viewer: the 1001 vidual for whom the wo rk of art is 
created. We have said that art 1s o~eated to spiritualize by 
extending the tfartistic experience" to the m1nd through the 
imagination. Now we shall consider the formation of an artist 
so that he may ultimately produce a work that will extend this 
experience and will spiritualize. 
Sir Joshua in opposition to those who "gravely talk ot 
oourting the Muse in shady bowers, waiting the call and inspir-
ation of Genius,"l believes in hard work and application arriving 
at excellence and even genius. He gives little pampering to those 
whose inspiration seems to tail them as they wait around for 
"the dictates ot a little winged boy or genius.n2 Instead at 
such an indefinite and airy laok ot :method, he purposes a concrete 
and practical course of acquiring greatness as an artist. 
The stages ot development in the painter he gives as 
three. The first ot these is the mechanical: 
1 IblA., I, 150. 
2 Ibid., 1.52. 
16 
11 
••• the first of them .... is confined to the rudi-
ments) including a facility of drawing any object that 
presents itself, a tolerable readiness in the management 
of colours and an aoquaintanc~ with the most simple and 
obvious rules ot composition.~ 
This first stage of proficiency he compares to gpammar in liter-
ature. It is learning the tools of the art. the elements and 
their ba.sic arrangements. 
The second stage is one of imitation, in Which the 
student bacomesacquainted with the 'fork ot' past. artists, amaSSing 
from them a stock or ideas and lea~ng to discriminate as he 
looks to the ultimately prime source, nature. This period ia one 
in which the artist becomes grounded in the tradition of his art: 
• • • he must then endeavor to collect subjects for 
expression; to amaas a stock of ideas, to be combined 
and varied as occasion may require. He is nOVl in ~~e 
second period ot study, in Which his business is to 
learn. all tha t has been known and done before his own 
time."-
He must look through all the vario\lS~ attempts that have 'been made 
betore him in hi. particulax- art. lJ."lus stage, too, is one of 
discipline and is under the strict guide or reason. 
The third stage is one in which the student is emanci-
pated trom ma~ imitation and comparison or various works ot art. 
3 !2.!S.., 20. 
4 Ibid., 21. 
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Now he, as it we~e, strikes out on his own, and judges past wo~ks 
in relation to nature and in relation to his own individual ideas: 
Comparing now no longer the performances ot Art with 
each other, but exa:mining the Art itsel.f by the standard 
of nature, he corrects what is erroneous, supplies what 
is scanty, and adds, by his own observation, what the 
industry of hil predecessors may have yet left wanting 
to perfection.!> 
Reynolds stresses especially the complete knowledge and 
continual reference to the works of the past. He says: "Labour 
to invent on their genel'al principles and way of thinking. Pos-
seSs yourself with their apirit. H6 !hus, we can see ~~at he does 
not urge the study and imitation of one man, or even the imita-
tion of many, bltt l'ather a capturing of the spirit of greatness 
that is in these works and an inculcatinG of the same spirit, it 
not the exact l'ule, into the artist's own works. 
The general idea underlying these three stages and 
their final result is that a man ma~ acr..ieve greatness in the 
arts through a reasoned and sensible pursuit of studies aimed 
toward this greatness: 
The purpose of this Discourse, and, indeed, of most 
of my other Disoourses, is, to caution you against 
that false opinion, but too prevalent among artists, 
of the imaginary powers 2f native genius and ita suf-
ficiency in great works.' 
, . 
!5 !bid.l.,' 22. 
6 Ibid., 28. 
-
7 ~., 144. 
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vie ba ve generally indicated that the student is to 
refer to both nature and to the works of past asters. Now we 
shall indicate specifioally hoW' tIns is to be done. 
Reynolds indicates that the primary souroe from which 
the artist is to dItaw is nature. The stu.dy ot other artists is 
benefioial primarily in that they lead us back to the principles 
to be found in their own source, whioh must be nature: 
The great use of studying our predecessors is, to open 
the mind, to shorten our labour, and to gi.ve us the 
result ot: the selection made by thoseagreat minds or 
what is grand or beautiful in nature. 
Further, in the study of other artists we mu~t eventu-
ally delve back into the past and study the classics, for they 
are "the father of model"Il art,"9 and are oloser than others to 
the universal concepts of nature that the artist strives £01'.10 
Again and again Reynolds refers to nature as the primary sourCe 
of all our conceptions: 
It is only in nature we can find that beauty l-lhich 1s 
the great object ot our search; it can be found nowhere 
else • • • we are forced to confine our conception, 
- even ot heaven its1'l.f'. and its inhabitants, to what we 
see in this wor1d.~1 
8 !!?!,g., 127. 
9 Ibg., 135. 
10 Ibi.~., 164. 
11 Reynolds, Notes sm. ~ A£i 2£ Painting, III, 156. 
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The reason for such an insistence on reterence to nature lies 
ultimately in relationship to the "artistic experience" previ-
ously mentioned. 
It is only when the work ot art is in con.forndty to 
universal nature that it can extend this experience to the indi-
vidual. Thus, the artist must seek in the past :masters, in the 
classics, and in nature herself, the broad and general principles 
that govern nature, for it is only in conforming his art to these 
principles that be can e.fticiently produce the "artistic experi-
ence," tor there is in the human mind itself a certain general 
"internal fabric and organization"12 with which tne artist must 
conform. 
Thus we see an attel1l>t on the part of Reynolds to 
create an art based, as muah as possible, on the universal laws 
of nature, both ot external na tureltself, and the natural rela-
'j 
tionShip between the human :mind and ~tbis same nature, in oNer, 
ultimately, to produce the greatest and most lasting "artistic 
experience.nl) 
Fu.rther, the method ot aI"riving at this universal art 
is not capricious and vague but is rather thrOu.gh reasoned effort. 
This, again, is in line wi th his entire approach to art as some-
thing learned through effort. He says: 
. t. 
12 Reynolds, Discourses, I, 158. 
13 .!l?J:S.., 184 • 
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To form this just taste (taste in relation to uni-
versal principles) is undoubtedly in your own power, 
but it is to reason and philosophy that you must have 
recourse; from them you must borrow the balance, by 
which is to be weighed and estimated the value of 
every pretension that intrudes itself on your notice.14 
He lays stress on the reasonable and stable way of approaching 
learning in contradistinction to hidden or flighty methods which 
he calls "dreams of a distempered brain."lS 
This extreme sanity and balance in approaching art is 
Reynolds' prime characteristic and in it lies his greatest value 
as a master to be followed, because in this approach We have a 
method, which, if' true, all but guarantees success. 
Acoording to Reynolds. there is no SUbstitution for 
study. He deplores those Who avoid study and effort With the 
exouse that they are, at the :m.oment, uninspired and must await 
inspira tion. Great talent, With the aocompaniment of great 
teaohers and examples of great art. ~ to no avail if th"e indi-
vidual artist will not exert himself: 
• • • the beauties and defects of the works of our prede-
cessors may be pointed out, the principles on which the~ 
works are conducted may be explained, the great examples 
of ancient art may be spread out betore them; but the 
most sumptuous entertainment is prepared in vain. Ir the 
guests will not take the trouble of helpIng themselvea.16 
14 Ibid •• 184-185. 
15 Ibid •• 185. 
16 IbIg., II, 61. 
Thus, he admonishes the student first to develop within himself 
the habit of industry, for through it he will eventually arrive 
at proficiency and greatness. 
Now if the student has the desire and the drive to work, 
there are certain pitfalls to beware of on the way to achievement. 
These are, in the main, determined from the ultimate result,which 
is to be a work that will give to the individual. rtartistic tt or 
flspiritual.izing" experience. 
In spes.ld.ng of the genius of Gainsborough, Reynolds 
provides us with the basic requirement necessary to effect ~~is 
experience: the oreation of the work as a Whole, the totality of 
it. He refers to Gainsborour)lts excellence in producing the 
"effect of the Whole toeether," the "general erfect, ft17 the 
"forming of all parts of his picture together,"18 and praises him 
for this gift which, to him, is the most important. 
In order to achieve this effect of totality, the artist 
must avoid extremes or overemphasis of any parts. Thus, Reynolds 
stresses the need for variety in the works "Variety re-animates 
the attention, Whieh is apt to languish under a continual same-
ness,n19 and yet he warns against an overaffeoting of variety 
, •. 
17 Ibid., 130. 
18 Ibid., 118. 
19 Ibid., I, 191. 
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which will dissipate the whole: Itthe pursuit ••• ot novelty 
and variety may be carried to excess."2O Furthel' he warns agains 
lncongX'Uity of pfU'ts and 'Whole. A W'ol'k may assume any style 11' 
the style is managed, in the l'elationship at parts to whole, in 
such a way as to fOl'm a totality capable of exoiting feeling in 
the individual. Thus, in cl'iticizlng an incongruity in the work 
ot "our late ingenious academician, WilsonJt21 Reynolds again 
shows his concern tor the h.armony ot the whole. He says: 
To manage a subjeot at this kind (Supernatural and 
natUX'al inte:rm.1nglet\J, a peculIar style of ut 1s re-
quired; and it can only be done without impropriety, 
or even without ridicule, when we adapt the character 
ot the landscape, and that too, in all its..,..Rarts to 
the historical or poetical representation.22 
He then goes on to speak: of two examples ot works in which the 
artist has achieved a perfect balancing of parts in relation to 
the whole: one 1s 'Jacobts Dl'eam, t by Sa.lvator Rosa, am ths 
other the 'Return ot the Ark trom. OSij)t1vIty, t b,. Sebastl"8.n 
BOUl'don.23 In explaining the effectiveness at these two works, 
Re'Y1lo1ds again returns to h1s idea that the ultimate effective-
ness of any work 11es in its e£tect on the individual. This 
effect, if it is to have any strength, must proceed from a well 
20 
21 
22 
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balanced, harmonious, work or art. He says of these works: 
• • • these subjects are so poetically treated 
throughout, the parts have such a eo~espondence with 
each other, and the whole and every part of the scene 
is so visionary, that it 1s impossible to look at them, 
without feeling, in some measure, tht.t enthusiasm which 
seems to have inspired the painters.~ 
Here Reynolds stresses the correspondence of parts to whole. The 
ultimate effeot here is to capture the "enthusiaam" which in-
spired the painter, or, in terms we have used before, to effeot 
the "artistic experience." 
The e:t:'fect of the whole on the individua.l is or such 
prime importanoe that there may even be an ineptitude in the 
parts which, nevertheless, produces a great picture it the 
totality has the needed strength 01' etfeot. Thus, Reynolds in 
apeaking of the "oc1d scratches and marks • • • which appear 
rather the effeot o:t:' accident than design"2$ in the works at 
Gainsborough overlooks these in pre~erenoe to the over-all 
effect. He sayss 
This chaos. this uncouth and shapeless appearance, by 
a kind of magic, at a certain distance assumes form, 
and all the parts seem to drop into their proper places, 
so that we can hardly refuse acknowledging the full 
effect ot dillgenQQ, under the appearance of nuance and 
hasty negl1gence.26 
24 !ltl&!. , 127. 
25 IbMi., 128. 
26 Ibid. 
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With Reynolds, the general effect always assumes precedence over 
the specific effects of the parts. Ot portraits he says: 
The likeness of a portrait • • • consists more in 
preserving the general effect of the countenance, 
than in the most minute finishi~ of the features, 
or any ot the particular parts.27 
Thus, Ga1nsborough, although there is an almost slapdash 
mannerism in his parts,always creates a finished picture of 
great total effect. This effect ul~1mately determines the great-
ness of the picture. 
We have already shown the stress Sir Joshua puts on the 
methOdology of the student in learning the :mechanical rudiments 
ot his art. However. it the effecting of the artistic experi-
ence can be achieved without cumbersome rud1mantary groundwork 
Reynolds makes prOVision for it. We have a provision tor genius: 
tt eloquence • • • bears down every thing before it, and otten 
triumphs over superior wisdom and learning.Q28 Reynolds d08S 
not, by any means, do away with his previous admonition to 
mecha.n1cal perfeotion. 'l'h1s perfection should be the groundwork 
for even those of genius. He says of Michelangelo, 
I will not say JoU.ch .. el Angelo was eminently poetical, 
only because he was greatly mechanical, but I am sure 
that mechanical excellence inVigorated and emboldened 
his mind to carry painting into the regions ot poetry, 
27 I"bid., 130. 
28 Reynolds, A Jogrnez ~ Flinders ~ Hol~, 11,196 
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and to emulate that art in its most adventurous fl1gh~~. 
Miohael Angelo equally possessed both qualifications. 
However, he does recognize that mechanical perfection, alone, 
does not necessarily produce a g~eat work. and that often a great 
work can be produoed without a completeness or this perfection. 
as in the case of Gainsborough. 
In speaking of Rubens, Sir Joshua places him beside a 
group ot painters whose defects are tewer and whose mechanical 
craf't is higher. However, they do not have the overpowering 
totality ot effect that Rubens has, 1n spite ot his mechanical 
detects. Of Rubens, S1r Joshua says: 
The works of Rubens bave that peculiar property always 
attendant on genius, to attract attention, and enforce 
admiration in spite ot all their faults. It is owing 
to this fasoinating power that the performances of 
those painters with which he is surrounded, though 
they have perhaps tewer defects, yet appear spirit-
less, tame, and 1nsipid.30 
Reynolds brings in this contrast be~ween the insipid perfpct 
mechanic and the inspired imperfeot mechanic in o~der to show 
that genius can often outstrip rules. He warns against too muoh 
ot a dependence on rules and. not enough dependence on the breadth 
of vision which we have previously oalled taste. 
The W'oI'ks of the "meChanics" are cra.mped and confined"3 
29 Reynolds, Discourses, II, 149. 
30 Reynolds.A J}?U;l?Pey; i2. Flander; ~ IiollaDQ, 11,297 • 
.31 Ibid. 
-
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whereas the works ot Rubens "seem to now with a freedom. and 
prodigality, as if they cost him nothing.a32 Yet Rubens achieves 
the ultimate end ot his art: "the complete unifol"ll11ty in all the 
parts of the work, so that the whole seems conducted, and grown 
out ot one mind. "33 
This does not mean that mechanical studies are to be 
abandoned, or that they are to be ignored in the leax-ning at the 
tU't. It means, rather, that the artist should not be confined, 
th:l.'oughout his c8.).'Jeer, to these rules. They are an early part oZ 
his development. He lllUst go beyond them. 
Rubens appears to have had that confidence in himself, 
which it is nocessary i'or every artist to assume when 
he has .tinished his stUdies, and may venture in some 
measure to throw aside the fetters of authority; to 
consider the x-ules as subject to his contN)l, and not 
himaelf subject to the rules, to risk and to dare 
atraol'dinary attempts wi thou t a guide, abandoning 
himseU to his own sensations and depending on them • .34 
Thus, the surest way to excellence 18 through a followihg of the 
mechanical, imitative and then distinctively creative pattem ot 
studies. With the ultimate result always in mind it is possible 
to decrease the concentration on the mechanical aspect ot the art 
it there be a proportionate increase in the strength of concept 
32 Ibid. 
-
33 Ib1a •• 297-298. 
34 I.b1s\., 298. 
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and execution. Also, tor all artists there must be a pOint in 
their work when they go beyond rules. when they cont'ront the work 
as something made, as it were, out of the rules that they have 
within themselves. 
If the genius can take this step ot selt-oreation be-
fore he has perfected h1s meohanica, Reynolds encourages him to 
do so, and later till in his meohanical detects. The effective 
work is always the end to be sought aM the means may vary acoord 
ing to the individual ut1st.35 
However, we should again remember that basically 
Reynolds proposes a course ot study by whioh the artist is fOl'll'Jed 
by rationally directed stages ot development. If he says: 
• • • Something must be conceded to great and irre-
sistible impulses; perhaps every student llllSt not 
be strictly bound to general methods, it they 
strongly thwart the peculiar turn ot his m.1nd • .36 
he means that some "l'I3t:1.y" quickly go beyond rules and meohanics, 
~ 
but even these tew would do better to first ground themselves in 
a oraftsman's dexterity of execution. He goes on to say: 
To encourage a so11d and vigorous course ot study, it 
may not be amiss to suggest, that perhaps a confidence 
in the mechanic produces a boldness in the poetic. He 
that is sure of the goodness of his ship and tackle. 
puts out fearlessly from the shore.31 
35 Reynolds, Discourses, II, 146. 
36 Ibi,s!_ 
31 Ibid., 149. 
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Reynolds makes a provision £or impulse, yet this provision 1s 
quickly hedged in again with admonitions to method rather than 
impulse. 
We have seen that the end of the artist is to create a 
work that "overpowers, and takes possess1on of the whole mind."38 
To be able to create such a work the artist should first become 
"master of the rud1nlents. "39 Then he should strike out on his 
own "to consider the rule s as subject to his control, and not 
himself subject to the rules. "40 
This is all in terms of the making. Now the question 
arises of what exactly has been tormed wi thin the maker enabling 
him to create. We have seen the end of studies is the production 
of an artist that oan create a work that will fulfill the end ot 
art. Now We shall consider what type ot person this artist is, 
how his mind dif£ers from any other mind., how his \;raining has 
formed him to produce thesubll:me, what exactly it is in him that 
has been thus tormed. 
The mind Which 1s to be formed in the artist 1s a mind 
such as Rubens or Hichelangelo possessed. It is a mind that has 
the judgment to picl<: out the beautiful and avoid the deformed 
II, 298. 
n • 
38 IblQ., 154. 
39 ~bld., I, 10. 
40 Reynolds, A Jol.Wl.l!X .!a Flaad!!rs !n4 HollW, 
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or incorrect. It is a mind with a "taste" for the beautiful: 
• • • we should aooustam ourselves • • • to see beauty 
only, and to avoid,fS muoh as possible deformity, or 
what is inco~ect.~ 
Whatever is got this way may be said to be property 
made our awn; it becomes a part of ourselves, and 
operates unperceived. The mind aoq~es by such 
exeroise a kind Or instinctive rectitude which super-
sedes all rules.42 
The mind, then, forma a habit, a vlrtue4J whieh ninstinct1vely" 
selects and edlts the thlngs the artist sees in suen a way as to 
provide him with the elements of the beaut1ful. 
Thia "tasteft is the power ot distinguishing right from 
l'lrOng as app11ed to art. It enables the artist to select the 
correct :means whereby he will arrive at the desired end: 
• • • of these studies, and this conversation, the 
desire and legitimate offspring 1s a power ot dis-
t1nguishing rie-J:lt trom wrong, which power applied 
to works ot ax-t. 18 denominated taate.44 
Taste, indeed, determines ybat is beautiful ana dif-
ferentiates the beautl:tul .from the ugly. It determines l'hat 18 
part ot universal nature, and what is only passing oustom. It 
arms the artist with a discr1min.ation and a judgment to select 
and perform in such a way as to create a work whioh will affect 
41 Reynolds, Not~s . .2!l .!ill!. Ar~ s: Pa1n;ting, III, 151. 
42 ;thld;.. 152. 
43 Mar1tain, ~ ~ Scholastioiam, 16. 
44 Re1l101da, !21scours!E!, I, 149. 
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the individual with the "artistic experience." 
The ultimate end ot all arts is to please,45 to 
spirltualize,46 and the ultimate end of an artist's training is 
to shape him as a man who can discern what it is in nature and 
the works of others that does please and spiritualize, and to 
apply these elements in the creation of his own work: 
We may therefore conclude that the real substance, as 
it may be called, of what goes under the name of taste, 
is fixed and established in the nature ot things, that 
there ~e certain and regular causes by which the 
imagination and passions ot men are affected, and that 
the knowledge of these causes is acquired by a labori-
ous and diligent investigation of nature, and by the 
same slow progl"ess as wisdom 01' lmowledge of any kind, 
however instantaneous its opel'atlons may appear When 
thu8 acquired.4l 
Thus the ultimate end of thB artist.s tl'ain1ng is to form an 
artistic habit, an artistic judgment, or What Reynolds calls 
"taste," which enables him to select from nature What, in tUl'n, 
will universally apply to effeoting the tfartlstio experience.
'
• 
As Reynolds says: 
• • • this knowledge [tasteJ is derived fltom the uni-
formity ot sentll18nts among manld.nd, trom whence pro-
ceeds the knowledge ot what are the genel'al bab! t8 of 
nature'4the result ot Which is an idea ot perfect 
beauty. 6 
45 Ip1s1_. 172. 
46 Ibid., II, 7. 
47 Ibid., I, 173. 
48 Ibid,_, 184. 
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This implies principles in external natUl'e, art, and the nature 
of man which the artist with "taste" or artistic judgment educes 
and applies in his own work, arriving at a harmony between the 
principles of' ~ ut, the principles of external nature-ulti-
mately referable to nan idea of perfeot beauty,"49 and the 
prinuiples that constitute the nature of man. 
Reynolds says: 
••• this taste, we must never .forget, is regulated 
and formed by the presiding teelings of mankind,--by 
those works which have approved themselves to all times 
and all pel'sona • .50 
It is this discernment of the principles of things, this for-
mation of the artistic judgment and its application, that is the 
end of all the artistts studies. The artist with this taste 
will have: fta power or selecting from whatever OCCUl'S in natUl'e 
that is gttand • • • and will pass over whatever 1s common .... place 
and insipid. "51 This power is the habit ani the method 'Of a 
Miohelangelo or a Rubens. Again, in relation to this formation 
of taste, Reynolds insists on labor led by reason to arrive at 
its attainment. It is not a gUt from the air, but rather some-
thing achieved through et.fort and guided by reason. Ire says: 
• 
49 Ipi$1. 
50 Ibig., 176. 
51 Ib14., II, 160. 
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To form this just taste is undoubtedly in your own 
power, but it 1s to reason and philosophy that you 
must have recourse; from ther~ you must borrow the 
balanoe, by whioh 1s to be weighed and estimated 
the value of ev~ry pretension that intrudes itsel.t' 
on your notioe.~2 
This insistenoe on la.bor led by reason, through all the meohani-
oal stages of the artist's formation, up to thIs crowning 
achievement, this acquiring of the artistic judgment, is the 
prime characteristio of Reynolds' thinking. It is the under-
lying reason for the discourses themselves.53 It is the note 
with Which he ends the discourses. 
In commending l'l1chelangelo as the supreme model for 
artists, Reynolds says: 
It is an ancient saying that laboUl" is the price 
Which the gods have set upon every thing valuable 
• • • Ind~d, from all the oircumstances related of 
his lite LM1chelangelo 1 sJ, he appears not to have 
had the least conception that his art was to be ac-
quired by any other means than great labour.54 
" 
It i8 in this approach to art, in all its sanity and 
assurance of success that the prime worth of Reynolds' ideas 
lies. It is only through labor, through successive stages of 
development, and always led and controlled by :t-ea8on, that 
eventually the great artist 1s formed. 
52 Ibiil., I, ;84-l6:~.-.. -:--:" 
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CHAPTER IV 
CRI~~ICIstiI OF REYNOLDS' THEORY 
PART I 
Reynolds' theory of art is primaIlily attacked in his 
ideas ot reason and inspiration. Lord Gmfer accuses Reynolds of 
sayine tbat industry rather than genius produces great w01"ks ot 
art .. v.thlch to Gawe1" 1s absurd. He says: 
• • • industry and continual study lualte a ~reat artist 
rather than genius •••• such a stateraenli is tanta-
mount to saying that industry alone will produce the 
works of Genius. l 
Sir "V!alter Arrastrong cpos yet another step and accuses 
Reynold.s of theoretically holding the dOl'aination of l:'c:uson and 
painting under the domination of' e:motion. Armstrong cla.:1..ms that 
in theory Reynolds holds to industry and study and the g1fida.nce 
of reason While in practice he abandons everything for the for-
mation of a suitable picture. Armstrong says: 
• • • the fir st thing to strike us 1s the remarkable 
contradiction between his expressed opinions and his 
own practice. The Whole drift of his Disoourses 1s 
toward the promotion of those forms ot-art whIcE 
spring .from and appeal dlrectly and solely to the 
reason, over those which excite emotion • • • • 
Reynolds the theorist did all he could to promote the 
belief that fine art 1s a question of teaching and 
1 Lord Ronald Sutherland Gower, F.S.A., Qk .roslJMi 
TIeynolds--~ ~ ~ Art, London, 1902, 129. 
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good memol'7 ••• while Reynolds the painter spent 
his energies in showing that all the 1"1 ska may be run 
tor the sake of clQthing a pictorial idea in a 
gorgeous envelope.2 
Thus we have Lord Gower attackine the basic idea that gtteat art 
can be produced by indus try \'11 thout genius. Furthe1", Al'mstrong 
claims that Reynolds actually never practiced his 1deas of 
indust~ and reason but instead fell back on inspiration. 
To understand the extreme stress that Reynolds puts on 
industry and application as prerequis1tes to the production of 
great art, the setting ot the £.iscourses must be kept in mind. 
They were delivered from tIle Royal Academy of Art to student. 
still in their formative years as artists, and thus in that par-
ticular stage of development where industry and application are 
of such p1"ime illl>ortance. As Redgrave says: 
The foundation of our Academy • • • imposed on its 
first President the duty of laying down rules for the 
guidance of the pupils, and ot ,nunclating certain • 
general prinCiples derived from the practice of the 
earlier schools and more especially ot those in Which 
the aim ot Art had been lofty, and the subjects ohosen 
of a more elevated character than those by which our 
artists were then surrounded.J 
We oan, then, expect a certain stress on necessity of application 
in studying the rudiments of art. 
2 Armst,,-ong,.§!£. Jos~ Reynolds, 220. 
,3 Richard Redgrave,R.A. and Samuel RedgI'aV6" A cantua 
gL f.,ainters 2! ~ Engll.¥ School, London, 1866, 11-J.4-145~-
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The question now arises whether Reynolds says that 
this applioation and industry, alone, oan produce the great 
artist. Lord Gower affirms that Reynolds does hold such a view. 
Gower calls it nonsense. 
As we have seen before, the ultimate end of the artist' 
training, according to Reynolds. is to form an artistic "taste," 
which will enable the artis t to select the beau.tiful and pass 
over the ugly. The artist With this taste will: "have ••• a 
power ot selecting from whatever occurs in nature that is 
grand • • • and will pass aver whatever 1s common-place and 
insipld.4 As to torming tIns taste by industry, Sir Joshua says: 
To form this just taste is undoubtedly in your own 
power, but it is to reason and philosophy that you 
must have recourse • • • a man ot real tastD 1s 
always a man ot jUdgment in othar respeots.!:» 
Re ynolds 1s not. by any means, saying that the me chanic is the 
end of artistic training and that tl"u!. mechanic will produce great 
works ot art. Quite the oontra.ry, the mechanic may be per.fect as 
a. mechanic and never produce great works of art. In speaking of 
Rubens and his deteots, and Ct-ayer, Shut, Seghers, Huysum, 
Tyssens and Van Balen and their lack of defects, Reynolds says: 
The works ot Rubens have that z:e uu1iar property alwa.ys 
attendant on genius, to attract attention, and enforce 
admiration in spite of their faults. It is owing to 
.1. 
4 Reynolds, Discourses, II, 160. 
5 ~blS., I, 184-185. 
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this fascinating power that the performances of those 
painters wi th Wb.ich he is surrounded, though they have 
perhaps fewer defects, yet appear spiritless, tame and 
insipid.6 
This "fascinating power," this "peculiar property" which Reynolds 
speaks ot is taste. It enables tlw artist to select the beauti-
ful and create a work that startles the mind of the viewer, 
giving him the artistic experience. It is Wi thin the ability of 
the student to acquire it by the means already stated: the 
various steps of development !'rom the mechanical,7 the tra-
ditional,a and f1nally the selt-creative.9 
In a letter written trom Rome to Barry, in the year 
1769, Reynolds, speaking of lrilchelangelo, gives us the ultimate 
goal the artist is striving for. Be says: 
If you should not relish them (the works of Michel-
angelo and Ra.!'faelle] at first. which :may probably be 
the case, as they have none of those qualities which 
are captivating at first sight, never cease looking 
till you teel something like inspiration cane over ~ou, 
till you think every other painter insipid in compari-
son and to be admired only for petty excellences.~O 
The mind that produces a work such as that or Hichelangelo is one 
that nmust both possess a comprehensive mind that takes in the 
whole at one view, and at the sa.me time an accuracy of aye or 
6 Reynolds, A JQurnal !2. Flan,de1"'s ml1! Holl and, II, 297 
7 Reynolds. ~1sc,ourses, I, 20. 
a Ibip,., 21. 
9 Ib1~., 22. 
10 Armstrong, S1.~ Joshua Remolds, 83. 
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mind that distinguishes between two things that, to an ordinary 
spectator, appear the 88.lne ••• the nice disc1"i:mination on which 
expression erd elegance depend."ll Such a lnind is the mind with 
taste, and such a mind can be for.med.12 
Thus, in reply to Lord Gower, we may say that Sir 
Joshua. does hold that industry can produoe great works, if' this 
industry is aimed at the acquiring of taste by the artist. 
As we have seen, Sir Walter Armstrong accuses Reynolds 
ot promoting, in the0X7, those .forms of art whioh appeal to the 
reason and not to the emotion. Ue says: 
The Whole drift ot his Discourses is towards the pro-
motion ot those .forms ol ar'E Wl":lch spring from and 
appeal directly and solely to the reason, over those 
which excite emotion by the expression ot more 01" less 
sensuous ideas.13 
We must here distinguish between the means and the 
tinal end of ut, according to Reynplds t theory. As we have al-
ready pointed out, Reynolds stresses~the leadership of reason in 
the tormation of taste. He says: "To .fOI-m this just taste i8 
undoubtedly in your awn power, but it is to reason and philosophy 
that you must have recourse."14 Reason also is the leader in the 
11 Reynolds, Notes 2!! ~ Art 2l. Painting, III, 148. 
12 Reynolds, Discourses, I, 18t~-185. 
13 Al"DlStt-ong, ~ JoshUA Remolds, 220. 
14 Reynolds, Discourses, I, 184. 
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creation of a picture, and yet, the artist who has aoquired 
fttaste,tf or "artistic reason," in a sense supersedes reason or 
rules when he creates with the tinal end of the picture in mind. 
The end of art is to strike the imagination.1S The 
purpose ot all the artist's efforts is to instill "something llke 
inspirationn16 in the viewer. All else must be subordinate to 
this end ot the work. As Reynolds says: ft. • • all le8se1'" con-
siderations. which tend to obstruot the great end ot the work, 
must yield and give way.ft l ? Reynolds does not, by any means, 
promote those forms of art which appeal to reason alone. He 
always refers to the em ot art as that which uplifts the viewer 
th:xtough the sensibility and imagination. He says I 
• • • a11 the arts with which we have an,. conoern in 
this discourse • • • address themselves only to two 
faculties ot1the mind, its imagination and its 
sensibility. 8 
Reason governs the formation of taste and underlies the 
creation of a gHat work ot art.19 The end 1'8sult of the artist' 
work, however, is not the formation ot an object that appeals to 
15 ~., 67. 
16 Armstrong, ~ Joshua Re~olds, 83. 
17 Reynolds, Discourses, I, 165. 
18 Ibi.d. , II, 87. 
19 Ibls,., I, 185. 
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the reason, but :rather of one -that appeals to the imagination and 
the emotions. Reason underlies the formation 01' the work; 
emotion is the desired result ef.fected in the viewer. Thus, when 
Armstrong says that Reynolds promoted '\-lorks that appealed to 
reason, in theory, while in practice he "spent his energies in 
showing that all the risks may be ru.n 1'01' the sake of clothing 
a pictorial idea in a gorgeous envelope,"20 he Is not so much 
distinguishing between Reynolds the theorist and Reynolds the 
executor, as between Reynolds the maker, and tIle work Reynolds 
was making. 
Armstrong himself elsewhere points out the thoI'ough 
grounding tha. t Reynolds had in mechanics of his a.rt. He speaks 
of the technical notes 8iI' Joshua made in preparation for his own 
work. Speaking of the Florentine notes, Arn1strong says: 
Tom. Taylor, no dOLtbt, is quiterlght in saying that 
many of the notes imply no paI't~culaI' admiI'atlon tot! 
the works they deal with but vette n:ade simply as 
technical me:moranda; for at this period of h.1~L 111:e 
811' Joshua was a conscientious se1.t'-educatoI'.21. 
Or elseWhere in speaking of the cha1'laeter of Sir Joshua,Armstrong 
obsez-ves: 
Reynolds distrusted genius; and from his om'! point of 
view he was right. He ar1'l1ved at I'esults scarcely to 
be distinguished from those or genius, and did so 
20 AI'lTlStrong • .2!.£. JoshuA !leynolds, 220.-
21 Ibid., 25. 
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entirely by the action of an original mind and a pro-
found taste upon accumulated materials. lIis path 
toward exoellenoe was conscious, discriminative, judicial.22 
Thus, Armstrong points out the supremaoy of method and 
reason in the formation of the artist in relation to the exeou-
tion of his wwk. This certainly was also Reynolds' theory as 
well as his practioe: that reason must dominate in the :forma. tion 
of the "artistic taste" and that reason must underlie the for-
mation ot a great work of art. 
The basia ot Armstrong's remark that Reynolds in 
praotice showed that "all the risks may be run tor the sake ot 
clothing a p1otorial idea in a gorgeous envelope,M2) lies in Sir 
Joshua's seeming disregard tor rules in the execution ot his own 
work. Reynolds always took advantage of a ohance pose or arrange 
ment ot tigures rather than reasoning the entire composition out 
beforehand. As Armstrong observes: ~In spite of Ius forethought, 
Reynolds was quioker than most men to profit by a happy inspi-
ration Or an aocidental h1nt."~ In Reynolds' s,atem, however, 
this 1s not a 41sregarding of the rules that he held 1n theory. 
It is merely riSing above the rules, using them. instead of being 
straightened by them. 
22 Ibid., 189. 
23 Ibid., 220. 
24- ~., 203. 
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Reynolds has said that the finished artist, the artist 
with "taste," rises above rules because he 1s so disciplined that 
this rising will produce the desired result. a picture which will 
strike the imagination of the viewer. As he says: 
He i. trom th1s time to regard himself as holding the 
same rank with those masters wham he before obeyed as 
teachers, and as exercising a sort of sovereignt~ over 
those rules which have hitherto restrained hilU.25 
It would seem that Armstrong is unjustified in claiming 
a disparity between Reynolds the theorist and Reynolds the prac-
titioner. Rather it should be said that Reynolds held reason's 
lead supreme in the formation of the artist and the work of art. 
The artist uses his own "artistic reason" or taste, in oreating 
a work which will produce an effect on the imagination and sensi-
bility ot the viewer. 
PART II 
Reynolds is accused ot following the Grand Style ot 
painting drawn from the Italian Renaissance, which meant, ideally 
pictures with mythological or religious subjects, these subjects 
being as tar as possible removed from particularized nature. 
Andrew C. Ritchie, in a lecture dellvex-ed at Johns Hopldna 
University, says: 
.~ .. 
25 Reynolds, Dlsco~ses, I, 22. 
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His (Reynolds~ emulation of what he calls the 'Great 
or Grand Stylet becomes an all absorbing preocoupation 
• • • • In the Renaissanoe theory from whioh Reynolds 
derives these ideas • • • • history or imaginative 
painting (which in practice meant usually pictures 
with mythological or religious subjects) was con-
sidered the ideal branch ot art, since it was of 
necessity furthest removQd fram the dooumentation ot 
a partioularized nature.26 
Thus, the art sought after by Reynolds, according to 
Ritohie, is one dealing with mythological or religious subjeots. 
Removed fram particular nature,it deals with an ideal or general 
nature. In his portraits or women and children Reynolds 1s 
accused of a certain "hollowness,"27 and lack of intimacy.28 
Which. however, he is said to G.ac~pe from in his portraiture of 
men.29 Ritchie contends that when Reynolds did put into praotioe 
his teaohing on the "Grand Style It and the portrayal ot the 
"ideal" 01' "non-partioularized," he tailed in almost every 
attempt. He says: 
To justify his preaching he was~forced ••• to attempt 
an occasional subjeot 01' history picture. His oolossal 
failure in almost everyone ot these would not be so 
important • • • had he not st1'essad in almost eV61'Y 
DlscoUl'se the lesser importance of tho portrait beside 
the picture of imaginatIve Invention.30 
26 Andttew C. Hi tcme, ~lSh Pa1 ntetts--H;ogarth to 
Constable, Baltimore, l~ •• 1942. 7-18. 
27 ~bid., 22. 
28 Ib1S!., 21. 
29 I,bi51., 22. 
30 Ibid •• 23. 
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Acco~ding to Reynolds, the end ot art, al we have al-
ready seen, is to st~lke the imagination ot the viewer,to inspire 
in the viewer "something like inspiration." Especially When he i~ 
talking of Mlchelangelo does Reynolds speak of art as uplifting, 
as raising the mind. In the letter to Barl"1. already quoted, he 
SAY'S: 
If you Should not relish tham (Michelangelo and 
Battaelle) at first, which may probably be the ease 
••• neV'er cease looking at them till you teel some-
thing lIke lh8piration come over you, till you think 
every other painter insipid 1n comparison, and to be 
admired only tor petty .xcel1ence8.J~ 
Thus Reynolds thinks Michelangelo and Raffaelle supreme as 
painters and all other painters to be merely admired tor "petty 
exoellencesft beside them. It 1s to be noted that because Reynold. 
holds Michelangelo and Batraele in such esteem, the emotion telt 
and advocated. by 111m i. ftsometbfng like lnap1ration. ~ The work 
" . 
ot Michelangelo isaa1d to be "all genius and aoul. ft)2 It "so 
overpowers, and takes possession or the lIhola m1nd. that no l'Oom 
is left tor attention to minute critIcism.")) 8ucn an over-
powering at the mind, such a stlmul.a.t1on to inspirational reel-
ing., then, is the end of art according to Reynolds. 
'1'his "grand style" 1s precisely that style which ett&ct. 
feeling in the viewer. It a pioture eftects the "artistic 
31 Armstl'O:ng, 8,i£ JoallMA Remolds, 63. 
32 Reynolds, 'l!hr!. ~ett.rs .!2. th§! I.d;le£. II, 114. 
33 Reynolds, DIsco~se8, II, 1$4. 
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experience" in the viewer, it it stinulates in h1m "something 
like inspiration," it is in the gran4 style. 
It does not consist in contemplating the "ideal n apart 
trom the ftNal," but rather 1s a drawing ot the ideal trom the 
real, exempting the final product from the deformities and aber-
rations that DlIlst exist in actual nature. 
As Reynolds says. 
The wish of the genuine painter must be more extensive. 
(th.u merely copying nature1 instead of endeavouring 
to tlIl1US8 mankind with the minute neatness of his imi-
tations, he must endeavor to improve them by the 
grandeur ot his ideas, instead ot seeking praiae, by 
deceiving the superficial sense ot the spectator, he 4 
must strive for tame, by captivating the imagination.) . 
Thus, the genuine painter seeks to work upon, to stimulate, the 
imagination. 11' the pat nter can arrive at this end he then 
creates in the "Grand Style. It '1'0 quote Sir Joshua: 
The Moderns ~a not less convinced than the Ancients of 
this superior power existing in, art; nor less sensible 
ot its ettects. Every language' haa adopted terms ex-
nressi ve ot this excellenoe. The gusto ~ande ot the 
Italiana, the beau ideal of.' the French, and the great 
style, genius, and taste amone the English. are but 
d1£ferent appellations or the s~ne things.~5 
Thus grand style consists in reducing accidental blemishes, 
deformities, and customs to a general and universal beauty: 
34 Ibia., I, 42. 
35 Ibid., 44. 
"all the arts receive their perfection from an ideal beauty, 
superior to what is to be f01.md in individual nature. "36 Yet 
this ideal is not to be considered as exoluding intimacy and 
introducing "hol.lowness ti as Ritchie maintains, because the ideal 
1s based on the actual: "This great ideal perfection and beauty 
are not to be sought 1n the heavens, but upon the earth. They 
are about us, and upon every side of us."37 The actual sitter is 
not ignored tar the ideal portrait, but blemish and disproportion 
are removed from him and he is elevated to the position of' an 
unblemished beauty: "the whole beauty and grandeur of the art 
consists ••• in being able to get above all singular forma, 
local customs, particularities, and details of every kind."38 
In getting above these "singular torms" and "particu-
larities" and achieving a general or total effect the individual 
is best portrayed: 
.. ' 
The likeness at a portrait, as I have tormerly observed, 
consists more in preserving the general effect 01' the 
countenance, than in the most minute finishing of the 
features, or EU"ly of the particular parts.39 
Sir Joshua, in order to achieve this general, over-all eft'ect, 
always has 1mmed1ate recou~se to aotual nature. Noreote tells 
36 ~., 42-43. 
31 1.l2!.4., 46. 
38 Ibid. 
39 ~ •• II, 130. 
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us ot Reynolds' precepts to him reg8.1'ding the t1x1ng ot dl'apery 
to be paintedt 
He remarked that it would not make good drapery it set 
so artificially, and that, whenever it did not tall 
into suoh folds as were agreeable, I should try to get 
it better, by taking the chanee of another toss of the 
drapery stuff, and by tha
4
t means I should get nature 
which is superior to art. 0 
There is in all of Reynolds' portraiture a certain intimacy and 
ident1tication with the subject, yet the individual is raised 
above a sweep ot gown or style of hat which would, perhaps, be 
appreciated in the time when it was painted, but which would, 
ove:r any larger length ot time, be outmoded. Reynolds believed 
in a certain general or unive:rsal taste among all mankind that, 
as it were, rises above time. In speaking ot taste, we have 
seen how he stresses this universality: "this taste • • • • 1. 
regulated and tormed by the presiding feelings of ma.nld.nd ••• 
by those works which have IlPIr0ved themSelves to all tin8s and 
all pezasona. tt41 
Thus, we have the individual portrayed usually with a 
fidelity which is strik1ng ("the likeness is :most strik1ne;, and 
the execution most masterly")42 and yet an extension t:rom mere 
time-confined likeness to an ideal o:r unive:rsal beauty wInch can 
be app:reciated in anY' times. 
40 Armstrong, S,ir J;oshua Reynolds, 96. 
41 Reynolds, ~1soourse~, It 176. 
42 Aromstrong, §!t. Josh!!! Remol,ds, 111. 
Reynolds is always striving tor this general etfect, 
this effect ot grandeur. "The great end oi.' art is to strike the 
imag1nation."43 It he should speak tav~ably of hist~lcal 
paintings or allegorical paintings, it is because they afford 
the painter an opportunity to arrive at this universal concept 
of beauty: 
Strictly apealdng, indeed, no subject can be of uni-
versal, hardly can it be ot geMt-al, concern. but there 
are events and characters so popularly known in those 
countries where our art is in request, that they may 
be considered as sufficiently general tor all our pur-
poses. Such are the great events ot Greek and Rorllall 
fable and history ••• sucP. too are the capital sub-jects of' Scripture history.44 
This does not exclude the portrait from the universal and it does 
not destroy the individual likeness at the subjeot. Portraits 
must aim. tor the general and universal: "Even in portraits, the 
grace, and we may add, the likeness, consists more in taking the 
general air, than in observing the exact similitude of every 
featutte. n45 but yet they zrJlst be exact representations of the 
individual: "A painter of' portraits retains the individual like-
ness; a painter of history, shows the man by mlowing his 
actions."46 
43 Reynolds, Discourses, I. 67. 
44 I.bi,d., 64. 
45 I,big., 66. 
46 Ibid., 68. 
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If we gla.nce through Reynolds t work we oan S8e a .fusion 
ot th8 individual and the general, an elevation ot partioular 
persons to a universal level. I think especially of the portrait 
ot Jane, Countess of Harrington, the representation of a young 
woman on a tewace, her hair, her clothes and the sky behind her 
caught up in the wind. We have both the Countess of Harrington 
and woman as woman. This is flU' trom the hollow and cold por-
trayal. spoken at by Ritchie. It lies motte in the line ot taste 
exhib1ted by the wr1ter of 511' Joshua's Men10irsl "His great 
felIcity lay in portraying the beautiful torms ot temales, but 
in painting children he stood ~ivalled.n47 Thus, the ideal 
beauty of Reynolds retePlS, not to removal tr-om the likeness ot 
the subject, but rather an uplifting of the subjeot, by concen-
trating on the SUbject's essence rather than accidentala, from 
the particular and time-bound to the un! versal and timeless: 
• 
"The general ide& constitute. real ~xcelleno8. All smaller 
things, however perfect in their way, U8 to be aacrl1"iced with-
out mercy to the greater."48 
Jl.!. S!i!t1hu.a !leA gat disputa..n4Bm. Whether Reynolds 
achieved the "Grand Style" whioh inspires the viewer, 1s some-
thing that cannot be determined completely. It 1s sufficient 1"01' 
47 MemolI'S of 511' JosPMI ReYnolds, from The Complete 
Works, London, 'r8~. I, lxxxvII. 
48 Reynolds, D18oourse~, I, 66. 
this papa!' that we know what he strove tor, and the X'EJasons to~ 
this st!'ivingt 
Eloquence ••• be8.I's down everything betore it, find 
often triumpbs over superior wisdom and learn1ng.49 
The sublime in painting • • • so overpowers, and takes 
possession of the whole mind, ~~t no room is lett fo!' 
attention to minute crltlciam.7V 
• « • what p!'etence has the art [Of painting) to claim 
kindred with poetry, but by its power over the imagi-
nation? ~To this power the painte!' ot genius directs 
his aim.,;;Jl 
Thus Reynolds strives tor eloquence in his work. The 
G!'and Style is, to him, that style Which will be eloquent, which 
will uplift and overpower the imagination of the viewer. The 
individual likeness Is to be portrayed, and yet this likeness 
removed as tar as possible from the contines of changing par-
ticulars to a general and unchanging beauty. 
Ul timately Reynolds sought to create an ax-t tha t would 
evoke the ttartistic experience" trom ~the viewer; an art that 
would. "overpower" and tttake possession ot" the mind. Th.ie view 
can be traced back to his visit to Rome and his contacts with the 
work of r·l1chelangelo, which evoked this experienoe in him. As he 
writes to Barry trom Ramel 
49 Reynolds,A JOBmeI 12 Flander;s anp. Holland, 11,196. 
$0 Reynolds, Dlscou~se8, II, 154. 
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The Oapella Sistina is the production ot the great-
est genius that was ever employed in the arts: it is 
worth considering by what princ101ea that stupendous 
greatness of style is produced.52 
Thus, we have the effect he aimed fort an analogue to Hichel-
angelo. The • principles , by which this analogue is produced 
constitute, in the main, Reynolds I rules tor achievement in 
painting. If Reynolds tries to bring the ind1 vidual to the 
generalS) it is beoause the general will more readily produce 
the "artistic et.fect," as ho felt it pl'Odueed in him by the work 
of Michelangelo. And certainly the figures of 1·t1ohelangelo do 
have that generality about them. that nises them above anyone 
time or style. It Reynolds insists that ultimately we must 
always rely on nature,54 it is because nature, corrected and 
shaped to the 1de .. l,55 contains wI thin i tseU, t he secret 01' the 
Grand Style, the style of Michelangelo. If Reynolds recommends 
a "l"ational" and mechanical groundw~k of study,56 it is' because 
~11chelangel0,57 as well as Sir Joshua himself, went through such 
52 Memi~s .. I" :xxii-xxiii. 
53 Reynolds, Dlscourse~, I, 66. 
54 Reynolds, Irota,fl, .2!! ~ Ax:\ 91. Pa1,ntioo,III,l56-lS7. 
55 Reynolds, Discourse,s, I, 68. 
56 ~., II, 145. 
57 Ibi,ct.., 162. 
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study to attain to their art. Thus, the effect acl~eved by 
}achelangelo in his work was the etreot sought for by Reynolds. 
If there is a hollowness and overe~haslzed "ideal, ft about 
Reynolds' work. perhaps such qualities could also be asoribed to 
the master Reynolds followed, 141chelangelo. 
It is interesting to note, in this connection, Roger 
Fry's remarks describing exactly how Reynolds tollowed ~achel­
angelo. Reynolds very seldom follows tr~ letter ot Michelangelo: 
the athletic figures with titan-like anatomy_ Rather, he tallows 
the spirit of l'iichelangelo, in bringing the particular to the 
general and universal. As Fry says in his "Introductionft to the 
Discourses: 
• • • he (Reynolds] scarcely ever attempted the 
lti.ohelangelesque--the .Mt.-a. SlddoM as the Tragic Muse, 
is, indeed, almost the only work which gives palpable 
proof of ReYnQlds' prolonged studJ of the Sistine 
Ohapel • • .5tJ .~ 
Nra. Siddons as the Tragio l'vluse, as Ritchie has pointed out, is 
modeled in pose, all110st exactly on Michelangelo's figure of 
Isaiah in the Sistine Chapel. Fry goes on to say that Reynolds 
realized his weakness in draughtsmanship and saw that his real 
work lie in portraiture into which he could 1n..tuse the spirit of 
the GI·a.nd Style' 
S8 Sir Joshua Reynolds, D1s~~urses, ad. Roger Fry, 
London, 1905, 1x. 
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He saw • • • that his ~eal wo~k lay in giving to 
po~traiture something or tl~ representative and uni-
versal c~~cter which is the ma~k of the g~eatest 
creations.:>'" 
Thus we see Reynolds gi vlng to English po~tx-ai ture an expansive 
and universal style. Although he paints tew allego~ies or 
historioal paintings, he infuses into all his work the spirit at 
the Grand Style. He t~les to get above the fashions of one pal'-
ticular ~storiea1 periOd and penetrate to a depth of human 
nature that is universal and unchanging. Of tr...e two levels at 
nature, the accidental and the essential, Reynolds tries to in-
ject as muoh as he can of the essential into his work • 
. There is a ~emark of Reynolds :reported by No~cote that 
illustrates much ot the painter's attitude towax-d Changing 
fashion in relation to the unchangeable' 
Some fellow-artist deplored the unfitness of the 
dresaes ot the period--coats, 1I1gs, hats and bonnets--
fo~ pictorial effect. 'Never m1nd', replied Reynolds, 
I they all have lIght and shade. t 60 
Thus, particular fashions, particular cuts and styles of clothes, 
become, in the mind of Reynolds, a8 un! versal a thing as vehicles 
at lIght and shade. He seems to say: It you must wear wigs and 
bonnets and ruffs, fine; it's my business to paint you in these 
and yet paint you as a man • 
• • 
59 Ibi~ •• vil1-ix. 
60 William B. Boulton, §!£ JoshSi Remolds 1:-11-:\-, 
1905, 22. 
The purpose o~ these ~iscourses is ultimately: 
• • • to caution you against ~i&t false opinion. but 
too prevalent among artists, of the imaginary powers of 
native genius. ani ita Bu.f'ficlency in great works. This 
opinion, according to the temper of mind it meets with, 
almost always produces, either a vain confidence, or a 
sluggish gespair, both equally fatal to all pro-
.ficiency, ~ 
and it is in the expansion ot thls idea that their prime value 
lies. As \.fe have seen, throughout this work, Reynolds is neither 
a fUll-tancied poet without a so11d .foundation of reason, nor a 
cold-reasoner without poet:E7. He recogn1aes inspiration and 
genius, and poetry,62 but he wants to have the solid ground of 
reason and oraftsmanship beneath him. 
He that is sure oJ: the good:n.ess ot his sbip and tackle, 
puts out fearlessly from the shore: and Who knows that 
his hand. can exeoute whatever his fancy can sUg[jest; 
sports with more freedOlll i1), embodying the visionary 
torms of his own creation.6) 
Ue was a man Who worked lIIell during the day and by 
• 
~ 
appointment, and then enjoyed an eveil1ng out with friends. He is 
reported to have been ot an even and constant ternper,64 without 
the freaks and humors of te:mperament that seem so much the parcel 
at painters. He neither sank to the depths nor was raised to th6 
61 Reynolds, Disoourses, I, ~. 
62 Reynolds, A JournGZ ],g, Flwers !YlS. Hollaa\,II,196. 
63 Reynolds, D1soourses, II, 149. 
64 Reynolds, D1soours!s, ed. Roger Fry, 1. 
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impossibly airy heights. Instead he maintained a constant and 
eVen humor. Yet it we place bis pictures beside thos. ot all the 
strange-veined painters whose lives were aberrations. Reynolds 
wl11 appear a8 inaplX'$d and poetical a8 any ot them. 
-A point we can learn from both the J?,i.C\gurs!., and the 
11te ot Reynolds, is that an artist can be great without being 
odd.. If Roger h1' •• yau "(the D1acow:-s •• ) contain principle., 
and exhibit mental attitudes, whiCh are the highest .alue to 
the artist,865 ve .., 8a7 that the mental .. ttl tudes most valuable 
to the artist whicb a.:r. 41aplayed by Reynolds, are a:btl tude. of 
sani ty, and what 1. more, .. sanity Whioh produced strong and. 
inaplring works of art. 
t" n , 
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CHAPTER V 
REYNOLDS AIm HIS TIMES 
Reynolds' Discou,rses. are the naetlng place of all the 
various critical tNnds of the eighteenth century. He repre-
sents no one school exclusively but is rather a compendium of 
all the schools. As W. J. Bate says ot him: "When taken to-
gether. Reynolds' Dlscours~8 compr1se perhaps the lJOst repre-
sentative single embodiment in English at eighteenth-century 
aesthetic principles.«l Or elseWhere: "the premises of English 
neo-classicism found in Reynolds their most broadly representa-
tive expression."2 
The main elements Which are found in the eighteenth 
century and in Reynolds, its representative, oan be broadly 
spoken ot as reasonable method and emotion or taste. The stress 
on reason or method can be traced back to the whole emergence of 
Cartesian doctrine in the field ot philosophy. The great amount 
of stress laid on method in the criticism ot ~1e seventeenth and 
eighteenth century can perhaps be traced back to Descartes: 
1 W. J. Bate, From Classic ]g, Romantic, Cambridge, 
Mass., 1946, 79. 
2 Ibig_, 92 
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The long chains ot simple and easy reasonings by means 
of whioh geometers are aocustor.~d to reach the con-
clusions of their most dir~ioult demonstrationa, had 
led me to imagine that all things, to the knowledge ot 
which, man 1s competent, are mutually connected in the 
same way, and that there is nothing so tar removed fztom 
us as to be beyond our reach. or so hidden that we can-
not discover it, provided only we abstain from accept-
ing the .fa.lse from the true, and always pzteserve in 
our thoup)lts the ovder Decessa~ tor the deduction ot 
one truth £ztom another.J 
Thus, acoording to Desoartes all things within the mental soope 
of man can be lmowu by man, if nJ.f.L"1 preserves "order," in his 
th1nld.ng. From this stress on method the Frenoh 11teraI'y' critics 
formed a school whioh is based--true to Descartes' original 
plan--on a geometrically akin order. 
As Bate says o£ the influence of Descartes: nIt was 
not the historical evolution of O~tes1an1sm but rather its 
~ri~ ass~tiona which strongly affected neo-olassic aesthetic 
criticlsm."4 Bate goes on to saye 
~ 
Although he 1s reported to have sald that Descartes 
"cut the throat ot poetry," Bol1eau t s Art Poetiiue (1674) has been oalled, a~ with some JuSt Ioe.' the 
Cartesian Dlscours rut M. Methoqe at French poetry". • .5 
/ 3 Rene Descartes, Discourse .2!l rwt~o~ ad. Saxe 
Cownins and Robeztt N. Linsoott" lfew York; 19Ir, J. 72. 
4 Bate, ~ Class~o !a Ro~ntlc. 30. 
S Ibid., 32. 
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Or Bosker on the S8.lTJe subject: 
In F'rance the Cartesian doctrine became the basis of 
literary a.esthetics, in England it 1s the materialistic 
philosophy ot Thomas liobbes, in which the movement 1s 
generally believed to have .found its origin.a 
The French methodology soon pe:rmeated England. The age of Pope 
became an age of rule s: "England loudly echoed, through. Dryden. 
Rymer, Pope, the rules set down in France by Malhettbe, Boileau, 
Rapin."7 In England the general seeldng after methodology took 
two formsl the method of ~eason and the method ot the classics. 
Literature Was to conto~ to the rules ot right reason and the 
rules of the nao-classicists. From the basic feeling tor method 
a set of canons culled tl"Om the classic critics -was evolved: 
Besides the rules ot Aristotle, as co~nented upon by 
the French exponents ofneo-elassicism, the Horatian 
precepts, e1ther in their original or their translat§d 
form, were oonsidered as laws tor artistic creation.~ 
The literature of.' the age ot Pope, the Augustan Age, 
• 
~ 
tried to mirrott as closely as possible the literature created 
under the reign ot the E.mp$ror Augustus (27 B.C.-A.D.14), whioh 
included such poets as Virgil, Ho~ace, Ovid, and Tlbul1us. As 
I I , ,. 
6 A. Bosker, Lite~arl Criticism ~ the, A:s.e 9! 
J ogon,. The llague. 19,30, 7. 
7 Joseph T. Shipley, ~ePt!8 !n IJ:t;era;tUtt§b New York, 
1949. 35. 
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the literature of the original Augustan Age is characterized as 
being mainly "Rhetorio, l.iletrios, and careful diotion ••• and a 
beautiful, refined, and elegant torm,"9 so too the Age ot Pope, 
the Augustan Age in English literature, is characterized by a 
predominance of stylistic precision with a minimum 01' emotion and 
orig1nal1ty. As Bosker point$ out: 
Pope's Bssal on Criticism, the Rap~ at ~ Loc~, the S~tlre~, an MOrAl ,stD aU exempll1'ythe Itoratia.n i eal ot precIsion, Eut It is especially in the 
Int~ti9D! ot Horae! • • • that the d~eot influence 
of ~ great-or!tiIcs traceable. What Pope did in 
poetry, Addison did in prose.10 
Thus, the craving tor methodology was satisfied in one way by an 
appeal to the rules of the anoients as interpreted by the neo-
classic critics. 
The second development at methodology took the form 01' 
the methodology ot reason, or, as it is otten called, "rational-
ism. 11 Ot this second trend Beaker s418: 
The other important critical tendency of the seven-
teenth century, whioh gained a muCh firmer foothold in 
England than the dogmatic beliet in the rules ever did, 
was that of making reason the final criterion of liter-
ary merlt.11 
RationaUsm insisted that everything be according to correct 
9 "The Age ot Augustus," The l!!storiw' It1stqrI ot 
th§, W,or14. London and New York, 1907;-vI, lCi2. 
10 A. Bosker.Llterar~ Criticism!!!. .!?h!. Age 91. Jor.nson .. 4 
11 Ib1A ... 6. 
!i 
I' 
I! I~ 
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judgment and right Nason. There was no room for the absUl'd or 
impossible, but only for the realistic and possible: 
This conception of the verlsiro11ie, the yrais~mblable. 
measured by purely rational standards, came to be one 
of the tenets ot the pseudo-classic creed. Oontorm1ty.12 to the laws of experienoe became the tinal criterion. 
Davensnt, in his prefaoe to Gongibel"t, censures Tasso 
for his expeditions into the fantastic. Rymer censures Spenser's 
neglect ot probabll1ty.13 The poetio romances of the Middle Ages 
and Renaissance are looked down upon' as be1ng strange flights of 
~ancy, as "oharacteristic of the inventive use in structural 
form. or 'fancy' rather than IreasonJ 1tJ.4 
This predominance of ~tionaliam became even stronger 
than the dogmatism ot classic rules and these rules were used 
mainly because they were thought to contOI'm to right reason, to 
the state ot nature as it is: "Aristotelian and Horatian canons 
• • • oontinued to be regarded as auihoritatlve laws, beCause it 
was believed that they conformed with reason."lS Literature, in 
ita oreative aspects, thus reached a state in Which reason pre-
dominated and held in check the interior powers ot emotion and 
imagination. Restraint and conformity to rules were treated 
12 Ibid., 10. 
o 
13 Ibi4., 13. 
14 Bate, Frqa ClAsaic !2 Ro~tic, 37. 
15 Boaker,LiterA£! Critici8m!Q~ Age 2t Jolmso~, 6. 
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a~~'lost as ends in t!:lem.selves. "J:'heac rules Here airn,ed at pro-
duoing a 11tm:'ature t-J~.:1c: .. 1. \-19.1:; the rnrror of genera.l natuI'e. As 
Pope aayat 
First follow nature, and yoU!.- judgment frame 
By her just standard,. whioh is still the same: 
Uner:ring Na.turel still divinely bright, 
One clear, unohanged, and universal liellt, 
Life, i'oroe, and beauty, must to all impart, 
At once the source, and end, and test of art.16 
Truth became synonymous with general nature and right 
reason. Bath the rules of the neo-olassicists and the general 
rule of the x-ational1sts to follow reason, are aimed at the 
reproduotion in art of general nature. "Imitation ot nature 
meant tor them. the invention of' something, which, though not 
actually existing, was in strict accordance with the laws ot 
nature and reason. "17 Shipley remarlts that "the individual items 
ot existence wex-e submerged in the typical. "18 Thus. in the 
creation (production) of art. tho use of rules aimed, ultimately, 
through restraint of emotion and guidance of reason, at the 
reproduction 0'£ general nature: the typical rather than the 
ind1 vidual. 
16 Alexander Pope. nAn Eaaay on Criticism., ft !b!. 
C0f-le~ ~!ri!t ed. Rev. William L. Bowles, A.M., London, 1806, ~O -2~ • tl-73. 
17 Bosker,Liter:arx Crltlcls,m Yl th~ As.!. gl JohnSon. 10. 
18 
1949, 37. 
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Although the importance of reason was stressed over the 
importance of emotion 1n the production of works of art as well 
as in its appreciation, the function of emotion in the artls 
impreSSion on the individual for whom it was written was never 
forgotten. 
The rationalists as well as the neo-classicist. real-
ized that "it (art] achieves its effects by administering the 
natural sources of pleasure in the mind of man. n19 Or as Bosker 
8ays: "The ztationalist!c Czt! tics by no means denied that it was 
the poet's duty to move the heart of his audience or readezts."20 
The importance of zteason was never neglected, but neither was it 
pztesented entirely to the exclusion ot emotion. This provision 
for emotion as being one of the ends ot art in ztelation to the 
person for whom the art was czteated maintained emotion in a 
system that was predominantly reasonable. 
~ 
• • • though the figurative ado~nt ot art m&I evoke 
emotional reaction, the essential form, lih1ch--Ia ration-
ally portra7&d in art, must be rationally known; and 
that respon.e to "invention" and the comprehenSion ot 
its significance which compztise aesthetic taste are 
les8 the tunction of feeling than of "judgment. ff 2J, 
Thus, one of the main elements in seventeenth and 
eighteenth century thought 1n England was an element which I have 
19 R. S. Crane.! ffEngllsh Oriticism,« Dictionaztl .9l 
~Oztl~ Llteratur!, ed. J. T. Shipley, New York, lq5~, 120. 
20 Bosker,L1term q.rit101sm !n .lill!. M!. gG.. Jo;g,:pz!on, 38. 
21 Bate, ~ Cla~a10 !g R2!lnt1c, 38. 
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called method. This general attitude found expression in two 
main trends: neo-classicism, whiCh obtained its rules trom the 
ancients by way ot the neo-classic critics, and rationalism. 
which based its rules on ri£",ht reason. 
In its creative aspects (the aspects ot the artist in 
relation to his work) method had tor its tinal end a re-creation 
ot general nature throue)l a reasonable, emotionally restrained 
pl'Ocedure. It allowed in its tinal end, as tar as the viewer or 
reader was conoerned, a provision tor emotional experience. 
The second trend in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries is what I have already called emotion or taste. Other 
tel'lU have been used to designate this trend whioh can, in genez-a 
be said to be antithetical to the trend ot Cartesian philosophy 
or what I have designated as Method. As Benedetto Oroce saya: 
The obscure world ot wit, taste, imagination, teeling 
and the .1! At sds mlO~ was not~ -selected tor exam1": 
nation or even, so ~PQak, included in the picture 
ot Oartesian philosophy.22 
Taste was something outside the regul.arlty ot rules. It was 
above rules. As Bosker says ot the proponents ot taste: 
• • • they dId not believe in the infallibility ot the 
rules J the,. were convinced that there was something in 
poetic art that tell beyond their pale, something that 
could be explained only by what th.,. vaguely deSignated 
taste.23 
22 Benedetto Croce, Aest~t!c, New Yo~k. 1953. 204. 
23 Bosker,Literarz Criticis~ !n ~ Ase s! Johnson, 16. 
Thus I: in contl'ast to the methodical sohools of neo-
classicism and ~ationalism we see developed a school based on a 
non-methodical sixth sense.24 Taste concentl'ated on the will 
~athe~ than ~eason, on immediacy rather than on any long process 
of Judgment: 
• • • the oonoeption of taste as non-rational frequent-
11 found 1 ta keynote 1n the p~ase, .1!. Jl!. !.&!I.ql.lQ1. a 
pbPase • • • whioh became a modish expressron-in-DOth 
France ag4 England by the close ot the (seventeenth] 
century.2,5 
The sohool of Taste or Will oan probably be traoed to 
a dual origin: Long1nus (through Boileau's tl'anslation in 1674), 
and the Earl of Sbattesbury. 
In passages suoh as: 
• • • we see skill in invention, and due ol'der and 
Ul'ange:ment of matter, emerging as the hard-won result 
not of one thing nor ot two, but of the whole texture 
ot the cOllJlo8i tion, whereas SubUnd t1 flashins torth 
at the right moment soattel's ever-ything betore it Uke 
a thunderbolt, and at once di,playa the pOWer of the 
Ol'atol' in all its plenltude,26 ~. 
the advooates ot emotion found classio preoedence to back them 
up and give authoritative weight to their theol7'. As Bate says: 
24 Ibld;., 138. 
25 Bate, ~ Classic ~ ROP!\!ltic, 44. 
26 Longlnus, "On the Sublime," Crltie,lsm: !h!. MeJ2t 
T!xts, ad. W. J. Bate, New York, 1952, 02. 
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The neo-classlc "School of Taste" in England both 
tael11 tated and in turn drew encouragement from the 
~lslng popularlty of the famous G~eek t~lati8e, 
attributed to Longlnus, .Qa !h! Subl1.m!.c;{ 
Lo.nginus had stressed the superiority of the poet who, even at 
the cost ot paltry rules, overpowers and enthralls the reader. 
He had stressed the importance ot art flashing fOl'th like a 
thunderbolt unhampered by rules,28 and so quIte naturally he had 
tound exponents in the non-.methodical School of Taste: "In the 
works ot several English critIcs, most ot all in those ot Dryden 
and Addison, his (tonginus'] atatements are cited and endorsed. "2 
To ShatteabuJ.ty, taste became a ldnd of lnstinct, a teel 
1ng tor the beautIful akin to hIs feeling tor the moral good. As 
Croce says, "Shattesbury (1109) raises taste to a sense or 
instinct ot the beautltul."30 
This attitude ot Shaftesbury and tne attitudes ot his 
Uneal descendants In the school of sensIbilitY' can be Srouped 
undep the geneN.l idea of instinct t07!' the good and t he beautiful.. 
They vieved ut, and onen n1Ol"al1tY', as something to be evaluated 
purely by teeling. Emotion vas stressed rather than intelleot. 
21 Bate, Z£gm Classic ~ R<>mIntic" 46. 
28 Boaker,Litepw Critic'.!n is!. Age ~ J0fm.!on, 19. 
29 Ibid. 
30 C:POce, Aesthetic., 206. 
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The exponents of taste had, then, really two main oom-
ponents in their theoI71 ut is to be judged b,. instinot, and the 
test ot that instinot 1s to be a feeling for the sublime, a teel-
ing of being uplifted. The tinal meaning ot taste in England 
atter it has passed through the meanings we have so tar ascribed 
to it, a meaning olosely oonnected with instinot, became one of 
a kind ot sehooled instinct, a judgment operating with the quick 
selectivity ot the instinotive: 
The word "taste" itself beoame broadened to include, 
not an unschooled and innately trustworthy reeling, 
but a tar wider oapacity of judgment, Wb1ch is aug-
mented and directed by experienoe ani by learning, 
and which in time may acquire an a~st intuitional 
sagaoity in ita objective 1naight.3~ 
Thus, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in 
England there were two major trenda, in some W&,.a antithetical 
to each other: The tirst was the tHnd ot _thoc1, cO:qJri8ing the 
method ot reason (ratlonalls~) andtp. method ot the ancients 
(neo-claasicism) J the seoond. was the trend ot taste, which began 
as a kind of instinct and later became reoonoiled with reason. 
This latter trend is indicated in the words ot R. S. Crane, when 
he says ot the eighteenth century: 
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Its characteristic appeal. on all issues that involved 
the end or good of art was ••• to the trained taste 
and sensitive judgment ot men
3
expert in the enjoyment 
of poetry, painting or music. 2 
It is now my task to demonstrate how Reynolds manifests 
the main tI-enda of the eighteenth century, in line with my origi-
nal thesis ot this Chapter that Reynolds 1s tue "most representa-
tive single embodiment 1n English of eighteenth century aesthetio 
principles."») 
Reynolds, like the neo-classicists, the methodologists 
ot the ancients, had a great respeot tor the classics. He says, 
in relation to these classlcs, 
• • • we must not rest contented even in this general 
study at the modeme; we must trace back the art to its 
fountain head, to that source 1'r'Om whence they drew 
their principal excellencies, the monuments ot PU1Il8 
antiquity. All the inventions and thoughts of th& 
ancients, whethel' conveJed to us In statues, bas-
l"8l1e1's, intaglios, or coins, us to be sought a.t'ter 
and oarerully studIed, the genilUl that hovers over 
these veneIt~l>le Ite11es may be CAlled the .father 01'" 
modern art • .34 
Reynolds' study ot classic as well as other art, 1s not, 
as with many of the Augustans. atmed at servile imitatlon, but i. 
rather a short cut to the primary source ot all art Which must be 
32 Crane, "English CriticisIll, If Diot1onar,z .2!. WorM 
LIterature, 118. 
33 Bate, From ClAssic !s Romantic. 79. 
~ Reynolds, ~1scourse!, I, 134-135. 
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nature. The rules at the ancients were not set up as absolute 
models as they were with many of the Augustan age, but wers used 
by Reynolds mainly to arrive at general nature: 
The great use ot studying our predecessors 1s, to 
open the mind, to shorten our labour, and to give us 
the Nsult ot the select10n made by those great. minds 
ot what is grand or beautiful in nature • • .;J5 
Furthermore, Reynolds uses the past not so much for 
rules as for the spirit ot the work. It the ancients are great, 
it is the greatness ot their spirit that he strives atter: 
It is the proper study and labour ot an artist to 
uncover and tind out the latent cause ot conspicuous 
beaut1es, and from thence torm principles of his own 
conduct • • .36 
Thus, Reynolds shows a veneration and app~eciation ot the 
ancients. He tinds them beneficial in farming taste and leading 
us back to the great teacher, N'atutte, but he wl11 not let his 
art be choked and restricted by trjing to exactly im1ta~e them.. 
~ 
Reason, his kinShip to Rationalism, plays a ]a rge part 
1n Reynolds' tbeol'7. Labor under the direction ot reason will be 
the method ot the student acquiring the ability of his artl "No-
thing is denied to weU-dil'ected labour I nothing 18 to be ob-
tained without it.-)7 Reason ls the director 1n the acquisition 
35 l.W., 127. 
36 Ibi4., 128. 
37 Ibid., 34. 
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ot taste, which is the end of the artist's trainingl 
A man ot real taste is always a man of judgement in 
other respectsJ and those inventions which either 
disdain or shrink trom reason, are geneI-ally, I fear, 
more like the dreams of a distempered brain, than the 
exalted enthusiasm ot a sound and true geniua.3U 
Furthe1', Re,nolds comes particularly near to the 
Rationalists in his use of reason 1n the formation ot taste, 
which. as I have stated in my definition (Ohapter I) deals with 
general 01' universal nature. According to Reynolds and the 
Rationalists, it was ~e role ot reason to select the general 
and the universal in nature. Reynolds and the Rationalists show 
a further ldnsh1p in their position that art ultimately appeals 
to the emotions. As I have already stated, the rationalist posi-
tion allowed that art does provoke emotional response in the 
viewer &1 though this response is not the pr1ma..ry end of art. 
Reynolds differs trom this position in so tu as he 
" 
contends that the ultimate appeal of art should be to the emotions 
and imaginations "all the arts • • • address themselves only to " 
two faculties of the mind, ita imagination and its sensibility.") 
Unlike the rationalist position which M*OWS the en-
trance of emotion into the artistic experience, Reynolds necea-
•• 
38 IbiS., 185. 
39 Ibid., II, 87. 
10 
81t!te~, its pNsence. "The gl'eat end of those arts is to make an 
impression on the imagination and the tee11ng."40 
The early concept ot taste as something instinotive and 
unformed 18 alien to Re~olds. To him., taste is something which 
i8 developed under the guidanoe of reason: itA man ot real taste 
is always a man ot judgement in other respects."41 Yet placing 
the ultimate oriterion of the warth ot a piece ot art in the 
imagination X'ather than in the reason, ties Re1l1olds directly to 
the School of Taste: 
• • • the 1mag1na.tlon is here the Nsidence ot truth. 
If the imagination be affected, the conclusion is 
fairly dra't';)' if it be not affected the reason1%lg is 
erroneou.s.~ 
Espeoially evident in Reynolds Is the Longln1an stress 
on the sublime as being the end of art. LikB Riohardson, Reynolds 
18 interested in the "'Grand Style,' the 'Grand Gusto,- 'Graoe 
and Greatness.,R43 Reynolds' sublime, in general, agres$ with 
the view of Tl'I'llmbeU: 
Those paintings are sublime which represent great 
objects with greatness of manner, 'which by exhibiting 
sublime Objects !nthe proper Light ••• with all 
••• 
40 Ibi4·. 103. 
41 ~.bl~., I, 185. 
42 Ib1a·, II, 81. 
43 S. H. Monk, The Subllrae: A ~tui~ of en tioal 
Theories .!l! l.§!Q Centurz l!iiIaiid, lew Yor I 3>' 17:$. · 
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thelr natural Strength and Loftiness, inspire great 
Sentiments into the MiPiis of Beholders and mightily 
move and elevate them.44 
Reynolds! stress on l11chelangelo stem:ned trom the view of the 
sublime popularized by Burke s "¥dchelangelo could best illustrate 
the sub11me that Burke made popular."45 It 1. inteHsting to not 
the s1m1l~ity to Longinus' statement that "Subl1m1ty flashing 
forth at the right moment scatters everything before it like a 
thun4erbolt,"46 and the statement 01' Reynolds that "eloquence 
• • • be~s down every thing betore it and otten triumphs over 
superior wisdom and learn1ng."47 
Reynolds.. then, "inveighs against the pop~ op1n1on 
that taste has nothing to do with reason and that it is tree trom 
any restraint of ru1es,"48 yet does agree that a tre.:J.ned taste, 
a taste with the ability to discel'n general nature, 1s the 
faculty which ultimately, through the instrumentality 0,; the 
.. 
1l:4agination, can evaluate art. Reynolds has the emotional stress 
ot the school of taste without having its vagueness. 
Thus, we can see in Reynolds in varying degrees and 
44 Ipld;., 180. 
45 l,bl.!!., 188. 
46 Longlnus, nOn the Sublime," C,~i ti:c1sm: !S!. JvIajor 
Texts, 62. 
47 Reynolds,! 30urneZ ]& ~Anders !nd Holland. I1,196. 
48 Bosker, I,l tere..a Qri tic!am !n the, As!. 9.t JOQns2I1,139 
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with various stresses the main currents at eighteenth century 
criticism. He is, as Date has said, the "most broadly repre-
sentative rt of his century. 
Nor is it any wonder that We find in Reynolds such a. 
mirror of his times. His friends were the oelebrities and 
thinkers of his times and .trom them he drew his .tund ot contelr.rpo-
rary thought. As Cotton says: 
• • • he (Re)l1olds] may be said to bave nu.mbered among 
his friends and acquaintances, almost all the celebrated 
oharacters ot his day ••• Johnson, Burke, Garrick, 
Goldsmith, the two Wartons .. Beatie, Mason, Malone, all 
cultivated and enjoyed his friendship, as well as 
persons at the highest x-ank and station, who adm.1.red 
his genius, as l'llUch as thpy respeoted the excellence 
of his private eharacter.l+9 
Many men might have sat among such great wits as 
Johnson or Burke and profited little, but it was the p:vactice ot 
Reynolds to glean most ot his knowledge from conversation, from 
direct contact with men. His charaoter had a great need fox- the 
companionship ot society. It is tortunate tor us, even as it was 
tor him, tl1at this sooiety was such a brilliant tx-aln1ng ground 
tor the mind.50 
Besides his conversational gleanings, Reynolds was a 
man ot a well-stocked library and good llterary tastes. The men 
49 William Cotton, Sir JoshUA Remolds t-l'f"ld His \iorks, 
London, 1856, 151. --- - -- ~ ---
50 F. Vi. Rilles, !h!. Literat:! Career of. Sir Joshp& 
Remolds, 117. 
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he did not know personally, he probably knew from their writings. 
He Was familiar with Shaftesbu17 and probably knew du Bos, Burke 
and Bouhours. He is greatly indebted to Algarottl's All Essaz o~ 
Paintins for many of his funWL~nta1 ideas and Phrases.5l as well 
as the anthological wopk of Junius, Pait1;till6 9.! ~ Anclen~8. 
This wox-k by Junius "little more than an oV8l*powering collection 
of quotations from more than two hundred Greek and Roman writers 
:relating to painting"52 provided Reynolds with many of the 
quotations and ideas in his li ter8.r'1 wox-ks. 
Possibly the gr&atest single source for Reynolds' ideas 
was Samuel Johnson. Not only did he know Johnson intimately but 
was quite tan:d.llar wi th his works t 
••• the bulk of Sir Joshua's readIng could be 
characterized as philosophical. He read "to improve 
and enlarge his mind." ~le author who b~8t served 
him in this respect was Samuel Johnson.53 
" 
It was probably from Johnson that Reynolds obtained his 
idea of general nature, a nature above accidents ot fashion, 
appealing to the unchanging aspects ot man. As Bate says. 
For, like Johnson, he (Reynolds) never wavered from 
his conviction that the true province of art is to 
imitate the objeotive and unchanging truth "general 
51 Ibi~.. 121. 
52 Ib,lg., 123. 
53 Ibl!\., 117. 
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nature, ft and to shape in accordance with this truth 
the ethical character ot man; and, somewhat more than 
Johnson, he comblned with this conviction a beliet that 
imitation ot' the ideal can be effectively- presented and 
reallzed only it' it ls ... rendered vital, impressive, and 
emotionally lmmediate.>4 
Thus, Reynolds is his time because he knew his time 
and the ideas ot his time flowed in his veins. However, his 
value is not merely historical. His ideas are above the changes 
ot history and rooted in the na tUN ot man. Reynolds was 
valuable in his day, in our day, and will be valuable in the 
tutuN as a guide tor young artists who wish to m1x t he sublime 
with cornmon sense and perhaps achieve greatness in their art. 
" ' 
54 Bate, From Classic ~ Romantic, 92. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CON'CLUSIOlt 
In this thesis I have t~ied to give the main points of 
Reynolds' art theOJly. 
The tiI'st chapteI' was wr1 tten to serve as a key to the 
rest ot the wwk. It Was designed to glve the meaning ot the 
buic terms used by ReJ'D,olds and, thus, enable the reader to teel 
at ease in Reynolds' v01'14. 
The seoond chapter dealt With the ultimate end of art 
as Reynolds viewed it. ~tl' according to Reynolds, strikes the 
imagination and sensibility, giving the viever the "artist1c 
experience. " It leads him trom oon:f"lnement in Individual things 
" 
" ' 
ot sense to an appreciation or the general beauty on Whioh the 
individual 18 .founded. Ult1Iaately, art, by refinement ot man'. 
appetites, leads him to virtue on the naturoal level. 
In the third chapter I dealt with the means to be used 
in striving .for the end disoussed in Ohapter II. The questions I 
attempted to answer were: How does the student prepare himself 
to oreate a work of art that will st.1tIke the imaginationt What 
specific quality must be developed within the student himself 1n 
order to arrive at this goalY 
I pointed out the tb.ttee stages through whlch the student 
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:must g<u the leam1ng or the rudiments of his art, the grou:n41ng 
ln trad! tlon. and, the st:r1.1d.ng out on his own. AJ.l ot the •• 
stages a1m ultimately at the development of taate 1n the artlst. 
The ~tlat who baa successtully passed through thea. stages ws.ll 
develop a kind of instinct tor the beaut1tul. 
In Chapter IV I 4ealt with various oritioisms direot.a 
at ReJl101da. 
The charge that Reynolds equated 1ndustx--, and genius 
was answel!'ea. by showiDg that, although it.Pl0w. .tr •••• 4 1ndustl"7, 
he never called .. mere Ut18t1c :mechanic a gen1ua. It was shown 
that to Reynold. atu.4y waa 1mpOl'tant only in so t~ as 1 t tox.4 
tast •• 
The c~g. by .A.rmatx-ong, that Reptolds never actuall,. 
pftotlced his own 1d .... on 1nd.uatry.an4 reason but teU baok on 
.. 
emotion, was answered by ahowiDg exacti y W'ba t place both reason 
and emotlon have in Reynolds' theol'1. Reason. ta the leader in 
forming tute, tmOtlon 1s the dea1Hd result etrected in the 
viewer. 
'lb.e accusation b,. Ritchie that Reynold..' work has a 
hollowness and lack ot lntimaey because he strove tor the 14eal 
and genel'al and neglected the real. w particular" waa answered by 
exam1n1ng Reynolds' vlewa on Ideal or general nature. aeynol4a 
sought to elevate a partioular subject to the realms of universal 
or general nature, always seek1ng to preserve the likeness of the 
p&1't1cular. 
I 
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In Chapter V I endeavored to show hOW' leynolds was 
representative ot hi. time. In varJing degrees bi. work oontains 
all the major 1de... ot the centurY'_ Like the neo-cl~a81e18t8, he 
reve:renced the ancients. Like the rationalists, reason playa a 
la:rge part in his theol'1. 
Reynolds' conoentration on the imagination u the ulti-
mate jUdge ot art and his stress on the sublime ties him with the 
sChool of taste. 
His works are t:ruly .. oompendium of the ideas of hi. 
time. Nor 1s it anY' wo:nc1er that we tilld so many 1el.as ot the time 
in Reynolds, tor he Was a man. thoroughly in touoh with his age, 
both tht-ough 1."l'iends and :rea.cU.ng. 
The two main trends with Which I characterized the 
eighteenth centurY'. method and tast.1 were tound in Reynolds in a 
k1nd of conflict. There 18 a progres.1on from his early to his 
later discoursGS that anows an lnerea.ed emphasis on In.p~ation. 
In the early dlscou:rses he warna the students to stud7 
aas1dUously and not to rely on their own powers: 
You must have no4epen4ence on 7ou.r own gen1ua. It 70U 
have great talents, indust,..,. w111 !qlrove thea, if 70U 
have but moderate abilitie •• indu.stry will supply their 
detic1eno,..1. 
Gradually there is e.n increased el'l'.phaals on genius. In 
D18COUl'Jl8. IV, for example, Re,nolds 8a381 
1 Reynolds, D1scoRI's, It 34. 
• 
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The e~l'Ors ot genius • • • are pardonable and none 
even of the most exalted painters are whollr free 
fltom them; but they have taught us, by the rectitude 
ot their general practice, to correct their own 
aftected or accidental deviatlon,2 
and 1n Discourse V he begw his praise o£ Michelangelo I 
"Raftaelle had more taste and tancy, Michael Angelo l:11OX'e genius 
and imagination. The one excelled in beauty, the other in ene1"g~l.3 
It was not until atter his trip to Flanders and. Holland. 
in 1781, however, tbat Reynolds tully realized the torce ot 
genius over the works ot _re artistic mechanics. It was only on 
viewing the works ot Gra,..,r, Schut, Baghers and Hu1aum next to 
those of Rubens, that Reynolds boved b.um.bly b.,tor. genius.4 
It is worthy ot not. that the subject ot Reynolds. 
MacolWse in 1782, atter his return from. Flanders and Bollan4 wu 
genius. 
The tinal step in tbia pro~.asion took place in 1790, 
When Reynolds delivered his last discourse betore the Roral 
Acadell'I1. Here we have a great man and a gl'eat pa1nter taking 
leave ot the wox-14 and aoknowledging hi. humility betore genius: 
I teel a self-congratulation 1n know1ng myself oapable 
of Such .ensations as he (M1ehela.ngelo] intended to 
exc1te. I reflect, not without ywty, that these 
Disoourse. b.~ testimonT of ., a4m1ration of that 
I .. A 
2 Ibid., I, 81. 
J !.'e!4., I. 101. 
4 Reynolds,! lOB£RIl ~ F~.~a ~ Hol~,II,291. 
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tl'U11 divine man, a.nd I shou.ld desire that the laat 
words which I should pl'Onounce in th1a academJ, and 
tl'Om this place, m1ght be the name ot Michael Angelo.S 
" ' 
! 
: I 
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